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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an exploration of the ways in which interactive features in the virtual space can be
developed to complement physical museum exhibitions, as well as create opportunities for museums
to reach broader audiences. I provide a critical analysis of current online museum exhibition features
and how they support museum curatorial missions. As a case study, I describe from the viewpoint of
a participant/observer, the design and development of the Web site for the exhibition Pattern
Language: Clothing as Communicator at Art Interactive.
Thesis Supervisor: Peter Donaldson
Title: Professor of Literature, Section Head, Literature
Chapter One: Introduction
Over the past decade the World Wide Web has reinvented the way information is stored, shared and
displayed. In particular, cultural institutions such as museums and galleries have eagerly embraced
the Web as a medium well-suited for the display of exhibitions in the virtual space of the Internet.'
In 1993, the United States Library of Congress held the exhibition, Rome Reborn: The Vatican Librag
and Renaissance Culture displaying approximately 200 precious manuscripts, books and maps borrowed
from the Vatican.2 Some of the works from the exhibition were archived by the Library of Congress
as digital image files and placed onto an Internet FTP Server. An unaffiliated Dutch scientist by the
name of Frans Van Hoesel, discovered these digital files. Van Hoesel was an early user of the World
Wide Web, an application which enabled the easy browsing and sharing of files over the Internet.
Invented just two years prior by Tim Berners-Lee at the European Particle Physics Laboratory
(CERN), the Web was still seldom used outside the scientific research community.
Van Hoesel took the digital image files from the the Library of Congress and organized them into a
series of linked Web pages under the heading, Librag of Congess Vatican Exhibit.3 By doing so, he
created the first museum Web site (Fig. 1). In his design of the site, Van Hoesel used the metaphor
of the physical museum. The main page was entitled "Main Hall" and contained links to other pages
which were referred to as "rooms." Each room had a theme, such as Archaeology, Humanism or
Mathematics and contained thumbnail images and descriptions of pieces from the exhibition.
Clicking on the thumbnail image would bring the user to a hi-resolution digital image.
Van Hoesel's Library of Congress Vatican Exhibit soon became a popular destination on the World
Wide Web. It even caught the attention of the Web's creator, Tim Berners-Lee, who enthusiastically
described his first experience visiting the online exhibition:
On my first visit, I wandered to a music room. There were a number of thumbnail pictures,
and under one was an explanation of events that caused the composer Carpentras to present
a decorated manuscript of Lamentations ofJeremiah to Pope Clement VII. I clicked, and was
glad I had a twenty-one-inch color screen: Suddenly it was filled with a beautifully
It should be noted the distinction between the terms "Internet" and "World Wide Web." They are often
mistakenly used interchangeably. The Internet refers to the networking structure that connects computers all
over the world, as long as they are connected to the Internet. The World Wide Web, which exists as part of the
Internet, is an information-sharing model. The Web utilizes browsers to view Web pages connected to one
another through hyperlinks. The Webopedia's explanation of this difference can be viewed at
<http://www.webopedia.com/DidYouKnow/Internet/2002/Web-vsInternet.asp>
2 The United States. The Library of Congress. Rome Reborn: The Vatican Libray & Renaissance Culture. 1 July
2002. <http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/vatican/toc.html>
3 Van Hoesel, Frans. Librag of Congress Vatican Exhibit.
<http://www.ibiblio.org/expo/vatican.exhibit/Vatican.exhibit.html>
illuminated score, which I could gaze at probably more easily and in more detail than I could
have done had I gone to the original exhibit at the Library of Congress.4
While debates ensued about whether digital images could provide more detail than their real life
originals as Berners-Lee proposed,5 his reaction indicates the amount of enthusiasm that the new
Web medium generated. The Library ofCongess Vaican Exhibit illustrated that there was a lot of
potential in using the Web as a virtual exhibition space. For example, it showed that museums could
reach worldwide audiences using the Web. No longer would viewers have to physically travel to
Washington D.C. to visit the Library of Congress during the hours of operation and fight potential
crowds; they now could visit the exhibition from their own homes or offices at any hours they
wished. Furthermore, the site showed that information sent over the Web had the potential to be
organized and displayed in interesting ways. Van Hoesel's use of the museum architecture metaphor
was one strategy of information design for online exhibitions; there would soon be countless others.
.~ ...... ..  .  ... . .i m. .......... . .......
Vatican Exhibit Main Hall
Figur 1. Frans Van H oesel's Librr of Congress Vatican Exhibit
Today, a decade after the creation of the first online exhibition, nearly every museum in the
developed world is expected to have some sort of Web presence. Researcher Maria Piacente has
4 Bemers-Lee, Tim. rawing the Web. New York: Harper, 1999: p. 59.
5 With the introduction of new media inevitably comes a debate over whether it is better than the original. On
one hand, a digital image of an artifact can be created at multiple magnifications, providing details that are
unable to be detected by the naked human eye. On the other hand, other sensory characteristics such as the
smell, weight, taste and sound of the artifact add details that may not be able to be fully described in the digital.
identified three general museum Web site types.6 A museum Web site may contain elements of one
or all three types. The most common type of museum Web sites are "Electronic Brochures." 7
These Web sites offer basic visitor information such as schedule, directions, hours and contact
information. Secondly, there are "Virtual Museums" which aim to take content directly from
exhibitions and place it online. The third type of Web site which is referred to as the "True
Interactive." True Interactive Web sites strive to take advantage of the Web medium's potential
through creating online experiences which complement but are distinct from the museum
experience. The use of the term "interactive" to describe hyperlinked digital media such as the
World Wide Web is problematic because anytime a user engages with a media object, an interaction
is occurring.8 However, interactive has become an accepted term within museums and Web
community and online exhibitions are commonly referred to as "interactive features." For this
reason, this is the term I will use in this study as well. In a later chapter, I define interactivity in
regards to online museum exhibitions. Furthermore, it should be noted that the interactive features
that I discuss are not to be confused with exhibitions of artwork that exists solely on the Web, also
known as net.art.
Over the past few years, broadband Internet usage has increased dramatically and will likely continue
to do so for the foreseeable future. A recent study by the Pew Internet and American Life Project
found that 48 million adult Americans (about a quarter of the adult population) have high-speed
Internet access at home.9 Just as museums were quick to embrace the World Wide Web as a new
medium for exhibition in the early 1990s, they have also been quick to design for broadband.
Through the use of multimedia file formats such as Flash, Shockwave and Java, online interactive
features can now include not only graphics and text but also incorporate audio, video, animation and
sophisticated user interactions. As a result, there is a growing trend among museums towards
6 Teather, Lynne and Kelly Willhelm. "'Web Musing:' Evaluating Museums from Learning Theory to
Museology." in Bearman, Daivd and Jennifer Trant (eds.) Museums and the Web 1999: Selected Papersfrom an
International Conference. Pittsburgh, PA: Archives and Museums Informatics, 1999: p. 132. Teather and
Willhelm reference Piacente, Maria. "Surf's Up: Museums and the World Wide Web." University of Toronto
Research Paper, Master of Museum Studies Program, 1996. I have been unable to obtain the original paper by
Piacente.
7 In a student-conducted survey of 33 museum Web sites in 1997, it was found that the largest percentage of
respondents (30%) described the primary purpose for a museum Web site to be promotion/marketing. This is
cited in Teather, Lynne. "A Museum is a Museum is a Museum...Or Is It?: Exploring Museology and the
Web." Museums and the Web98 Papers. Archives & Museum Informatics, 1998.
<http://www.archimuse.com/mw98/papers/teather/teather-paper.html>
8 For a further discussion on the problems with the term "interactivity," please refer to the section entitled
"The Myth of Interactivity" in Manovich, Lev. The Language ofNew Media. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,
2001: pp. 55-61.
9 "Study: 2 in 5 Web users now have broadband at home." CNN.com, April 19, 2004.
<http://www.cnn.com/2004/TECH/intemet/04/19/broadband.study.ap/index.html>
developing online interactive features in connection with exhibitions. With this growing trend comes
the question of how museum exhibition teams can design an interactive feature that will maximize
the Web medium's potential and provide a worthy benefit to both the museum and its physical and
virtual visitors. This thesis seeks to explore this question through a survey of current online
exhibitions and a case study analysis.
Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator is an exhibition to be held at Art Interactive, a small non-
profit art gallery in Cambridge, MA in early fall 2004. Pattern Lnguage is comprised of artworks that
explore clothing, fabric and the body as means to communicate and interact between wearers,
between wearers and their clothes, and between the makers of clothing and the fashion systern. As
the Web designer on the Pattern Language exhibition team, I am developing an interactive feature as an
online companion to the show. My involvement prompted me to select this project as a case study
because I am in a unique position to describe the design and development process of a museum
exhibition Web site from the viewpoint of a participant and observer.
In developing the project, I used a method that can be characterized as design research, which author
Brenda Laurel describes in her book Design Research as the "why" behind the design.1' Laurel's
driving hypothesis is that there is a "direct relationship between the quality of the design and the
willingness of the designer to take on mindful explorations of what lies beneath a beautiful surface.""
In conjunction with the design of the Pattern Language Web site, I researched how museums are
designing Web sites for specific exhibitions. By trying to understand why certain features were
developed and gauging how successful they were, I gained valuable insights to drive my own design.
It is important to clarify my design research did not occur solely before the start of the project.
Instead, it continued throughout the duration of the project's development, providing an important
basis for each design element and feature.
Therefore, this thesis study consists of two layers of research. From the designer's point of view,
research is conducted into museums and the Web in order to inform the Pattern Language interactive
feature design. This follows Brenda Laurel's notion of design research. As a scholar, my academic
research for this thesis consists of an account of design processes, which encompasses the design
research method.
'"Laurel, Brenda. (ed.) Design Research: Methods and Perspectives. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003: p. 16.
"Ibid. p.316.
In Chapter Two of this paper, I discuss the design research, which includes analysis of current
literature on Web museology and interaction design, a survey of relevant works and exhibitions, as
well as interviews with professionals and academics working in the field. A rich resource is the
Museums and the Web Conference, held by Archives and Museum Informatics annually since 1997.
The conference's Web site includes proceedings, full papers, and links to the museum Web sites
nominated in the "Best of the Web" competition. I examined Web sites found through these links
because they are considered by the museum community as setting a high standard. I also gathered
information through interviews with professionals working as interaction and Web designers,
museum curators and academics who focus on new media, as well as members of the exhibition team
for Pattern Language. Furthermore, this thesis is concerned with the impact of a new media (the Web)
on an older institution (the museum) and the works of Walter Benjamin and Lev Manovich provided
a useful framework for examining this issue.
This literature helped me to locate the role of the interactive feature within the overall museum
curatorial mission. In what ways do interactive features support the museum's curatorial mission?
As these online projects become more common, does their existence in any way alter the museum or
gallery's curatorial mission? I also sought to discover the specific characteristics of museum
interactive features that create a compelling user experience. For example, in what ways can these
online exhibitions act as communicative, educational and entertaining experiences? Finally, I looked
at the relationship between the digital online exhibition and its physical counterpart. Which features
are best suited for the Web, which features are best suited for the he museum gallery and which are
successful in both? Once a collection goes online, it becomes deterritorialized. Is it possible to
recreate a sense of place online? Tf it is not possible, what kind of space is created? Specific to
Pattern Language, research was conducted into the exhibition's subject matter of art and fashion. Also,
I tried to form an understanding of the exhibition within the context of Art Interactive.
In Chapter Three, I discuss how my explorations of these questions informed my work on the Pattern
Language Web site. Working hands-on on the design and development of the Pattern Language project
allowed me to test whether or not what I found successful in other museum Web sites could be
applied to a different project. After the completion of the design process, I make a set of
recommendations for museum exhibition teams who are developing interactive features. Through
answering the questions of how an interactive feature can benefit a museum and its visitors as well as
testing this question on a real project, my intention is to make this thesis document a useful resource
for museums and galleries that are considering creating interactive features for their exhibitions.
Chapter Two: Museums and the Web
2.1 Supporting the Curatorial Mission
Before exploring the place of the Web in museums, it is important to first understand what museums
are and the roles they fulfill within society. The International Council of Museums defines a museum
in Article 2 of their Statutes as the following:
A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its
development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates
and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people
and their environment. 12
It also later states in Article 2, section IV that "non profit art exhibition galleries, conservation
institutes and exhibition galleries permanently maintained by libraries and archives centres" 3 are also
included in this definition. Art Interactive in Cambridge, MA, the host institution for Pattern
Language, falls into this particular category.
This definition of a museum was adopted in 1995, before the World Wide Web had a large impact on
the field. The passage regarding the "material evidence of people and their environment" implies
that analog and digital reproductions of artworks are not included. In a 2001 amendment, the Web
was acknowledged by the expansion of the definition of museum to include "cultural centres and
other entities that facilitate the preservation, continuation and management of tangible or intangible
heritage resources (living heritage and digital creative activity)."14
There are several ways in which the World Wide Web can be used to promote a museum's mission,
as defined above by the International Council on Museums. The museum is a visible, public
institution in its community. It is a landmark that is a source of civic pride and provides a place
where citizens can gather and hold special events. Museums also provide an economic benefit to
their host communities by creating jobs, attracting tourists and business activity. For example, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City attracts an impressive five million visitors every
year.15 To support this, Web site can generate publicity about the museum to potential visitors,
employees, members and donors. Furthermore, some museums have begun selling gift shop
merchandise online in order to generate revenue to cover the museum's operating costs.
12The International Council of Museums. "ICOM Statutes." 6 July 2001.
<http. /icod..useum /statutes.html>
1 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
1s The Metropolitan Museum of Art Web. New York, NY, 2004.
<http://www.metnuseum.org/visitor/faqjhist.htm>
Museums also serve as storehouses for precious cultural artifacts. Increasingly, electronic databases
are used a tool to catalogue these artifacts. Metadata such as descriptions of the artifact, its creator,
date, etc. can be entered into an electronic database to be easily searched and organized by museum
professionals These databases can be made accessible on the World Wide Web, so that museum
professionals from remote locations can work together in their research and in developing
exhibitions.
Finally, the museum interfaces with the public through the exhibition of the cultural artifacts.
Curators will select appropriate artifacts and organize them into meaningful displays accompanied by
relevant information. Additionally, educational activities and programs for the public such as tours,
school curriculum, and lectures are often developed around the exhibitions. As a result, exhibitions
provide a worthwhile educational and entertaining experience to visitors. The main focus of this
thesis research is to explore how the Web can be used to support or enhance museum exhibitions
through the development of interactive online exhibitions. These exhibitions are further described
by Marc Tinkler and Michael Freedman of Plumb Design:
... a museum's web site should become an extension of the museum itself, and provide a
virtual space for online exhibitions. It can use the Internet as a medium in and of itself,
providing thought provoking exhibitions designed explicitly for the online experience. These
exhibitions should exploit the qualities of the digital medium, and use them as opportunities
to explore areas that would otherwise be impossible in a physical museum environment.'"
Also key in the understanding of the effectiveness of the museum exhibition on the Web is to
recognize who makes up the target audience of physical and virtual museum visitors. It would be
impracticable to pinpoint each individual user's agenda, but some general observations have been
made. In their paper, "Virtual Visits to Virtual Museums," Jonathan Bowen et al. refer to museums
as "information providers" and their visitors as "information gatherers." 17 Once the museum (the
provider) delivers the amount of information sought by the visitor (gatherer), a positive and
memorable experience will be the result. Therefore, a museum must strive to provide the amount
information that its visitors seek, even if it varies from person to person. It was suggested at the
1999 Museums and the Web Conference that these visitors can be separated into three general
1 Tinkler, Marc and Michael Freedman. "Online Exhibitions: A Philosophy of Design and Technological
Implementation." Museums and the Web98 Papers. Archives & Museum Informatics, 1998.
<tt:/ /wwv.a rchimuse.com / mnw98 /papers /tinkler/inkler paper.htni>
17 Bowen, Jonathan, Jim Bennet and James Johnson. "Virtual Visits to Virtual Museums." Museums and the
Web98 Papers. Archives & Museum Informatics, 1998.
<http /://www.airchimIuse.coiII/mw98/papers /bowen/bowen paper.htnil>
types-tourists, students and experts.18 Tourists seek basic information that is clear and easy to
understand, often in the form of spatial or graphical representation such as diagrams and maps.
Often, a tourist's visit to the exhibition will be the first time that he or she has come across this
material. Students, on the other hand, have a background understanding of the material and would
like access to more detail information on a range of related topics. Finally, experts would like to have
all information available and are capable of navigating through it themselves with little support from
the museum. As with physical exhibitions, designers of the online exhibitions face the challenge of
providing information that can appeal to and hold the attention of these diverse groups. In
"Information Design in Informal Settings: Museums and Other Public Spaces," author C. G.
Screven further articulates the challenges involved:
.. an exhibit's content, organization, and presentation must (a) provide positive reasons for
paying attention to them by creating personal connections, supplying shareable information,
and presenting challenging tasks; and (b) minimize such negative reasons for avoiding
exhibits as impersonal tone, passive formats, unfamiliar terminology, information overload,
and confusing presentations.19
2.2 Comparing Physical and Digital Exhibition Features
Though a museum exhibition and its Web site may represent the same content, they provide
different experiences. One cannot replace the other. Instead, the physical and virtual exhibitions can
have unique characteristics that are different. In this section I examine features of virtual exhibitions
and compare them to their physical counterparts, citing specific examples from current museum Web
sites. Key features discussed include digital representation, global reach, contextualization, education
and community. What are the strengths and shortcomings of the virtual and physical exhibitions in
relation to one another? How can the virtual and physical experiences be combined to provide a
compelling and memorable experience for visitors? Finally, what can designers of interactive
museum features learn from these examples?
Digital Representation
The clear difference between a physical and virtual museum exhibition is that the physical exhibition
contains the actual artifact whereas the virtual is a representation of that artifact. Close physical
proximity to an actual artifact provides the user with many senses such as scale, smell, touch and
detail that is hard for a digital representation of that artifact to convey. For example, prior to my first
visit to the Museum of Modern Art, I had seen countless reproductions of the Claude Monet's Water
I Chisholm, Alex and Margaret Wiegel. "The Computer History Museum Center Cyber-Museum Project."
Cambridge, MA: MIT Comparative Media Studies Research Paper, 2001: p. 5.
19 Screven, C. G. "Information Design in Informal Settings: Museums and Other Public Spaces." in Jacobson,
Robert (ed.) Injbrmation Design. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2000: p. 141.
Liies. However, the coffee table books, Monet calendars, mugs, umbrellas and the like did not
impress me. However, viewing the actual painting changed my opinion. At the MOMA, a triptych
of Water Likes was hung on angled walls so that when a viewer stood directly in front of the middle
painting, he or she would get the sensation of being surrounded by a pond filled with water lilies (Fig.
2). None of the representations could successfully recreate this sensation, the enormous scale of the
pieces or the delicate light and shadows created by the paint texture.
Figure 2. Monet's Water Liles at the Museum of Modern Art, New York
In his famous 1936 essay, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," Walter
Benjamin would describe this as my experience with the aura of Water Lilies. For Benjamin, each
work of art possesses an authenticity or aura that can only be experienced by a viewer through his or
her physical proximity to the original. When that object gets reproduced, its aura becomes
depreciated:
The situations into which the product of mechanical reproduction can be brought may not
touch the actual work of art, yet the quality of its presence is always depreciated.. .The
authenticity of a thing is the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging
from its substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it has experienced. Since
the historical testimony rests on the authenticity, the former, too, is jeopardized when the
historical testimony is affected is the authority of the object. 21)
In this passage, Benjamin writes very nostalgically about the loss of aura. However, in the same essay
he also acknowledges the positive impact of mechanical reproduction. He argues that once a new
mode of mechanical reproduction becomes adopted, it is futile to debate whether or not it can be
classified as art. Instead, the question that should be asked is how does it inherently change the
nature of the art? For Benjamin, these techniques of reproduction liberate an artwork from its
"parasitic dependence on ritual"21, allowing this piece of cultural heritage to be disseminated to the
masses. As a result of their access to reproductions, the masses are empowered with a new
21) Benjamin, Walter. "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" in Illuminations, trans. Harry
Zohn. New York: Schocken, 1968: p. 221.
21 Ibid. p. 224.
significance in contemporary life. They can even become involved in the production of a work of art
as an extra in a newsreel or as a self-publisher.22
While Benjamin was referring to photography and film, the new media of his time, these insights can
easily be applied to the World Wide Web. With regard to museums, how can the Web affect the
nature of the museum exhibition? With an expanded, global target audience, museums may adjust
their curatorial missions to place increased priority on the creation of online exhibitions that feature
digital reproductions of artworks. These reproductions allow viewers that cannot physically attend
the exhibition to still enjoy the museum's collections. On the other hand, potential museum visitors
may lose the desire to visit the exhibition and view the original artifacts because they have already
seen the representation. In both of these cases, the reproduction acts as a substitution for the
original. According to Benjamin, the proliferation of reproductions indicates "the desire of the
masses to bring things 'closer' spatially and humanly, which is just as ardent as their bent toward
overcoming the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its reproduction." 23
This idea of the reproduction as a substitute for the original is taken even further by Jean Baudrillard
who discusses the notion of the simulacra, where the original does not exist, only its representation.
Thus, the representation becomes the original. He writes:
It is no longer a question of imitation, nor of reduplication, nor of even parody. It is rather a
question of substituting signs for the real the real itself, that is, an operation to deter every
real process by its operational double, a metastable, programmatic, perfect descriptive
machine which provides all the signs of the real and short-circuits all its vicissitudes. Never
again will the real have to be produced-this is the vital function of the model in a system of
death, or rather of anticipated resurrection which no longer leaves any chance even in the
event of death.24
In thinking about Baudrillard's simulacra in the context of museums and the Web, a relevant example
is the Franklin Furnace, an experimental art gallery that operated for over twenty years from a
physical space in downtown New York. In 1997, the physical gallery closed down permanently due
to financial difficulty. Determined to continue the mission, the museum director Martha Wilson
relaunched the gallery in an online virtual space (http://www.franklinfurnace.org) where it continues
to showcase avant-garde digital artworks and Web casts of performance art.25 This could be
interpreted as an example of the simulacra, where the Web gallery is a digital representation of a non-
22 Ibid. pp. 231-232.
23 Ibid. p. 223.
24 Baudrillard, Jean. "The Precession of the Simulacra." in Wallis, Brian (ed.) Art After Modernism:
Rethinking Representation. New York: The New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1984: p. 254.
25 Carr, C. "Franklin Furnace Cools It." Village Voice, February 18, 1997. p. 52.
existent physical gallery. However, as evidenced by the born-digital works showcased by Franklin
Furnace, a more appropriate interpretation is that the Web site is a new type of gallery space that is
distinct from the physical, and therefore is not a reproduction of the artifact but is the artifact.
Characteristics of Interactivity
For this study, it is important to identify what characteristics of interactive features make them
interactive. The term interactivity has become an overused buzzword and its meaning debated. On
one side, Lev Manovich argues in The Language ofNew Media that all art is inherently interactive. He
writes, "All classical, even moreso modern, art is 'interactive' in a number of ways. Ellipses in literary
narration, missing details of objects in visual art, and other representational "shortcuts" require the
user to fill in missing information."26 On the other side of the debate, Chris Crawford in his book
Understanding Interactivity uses the metaphor of a conversation in order to define interactivity as a
"cyclic process in which two actors alternately listen, think and speak. 27 He takes a quote from
Plato's Phaedrus, in which Socrates remarks, "I cannot help but feel, Phaedrus, that writing is
unfortunately like a painting; for the creations of the painter have the image of life, but if you ask
them a question, they remain silent."28 According to Crawford, interactivity is the core idea behind
computing, where a conversation occurs between a human and a computer.
Taking these two interpretations of interactivity into account, when a person physically visits a
museum and looks at an artifact, he or she will interact with it as Manovich describes, through a
psychological interaction of filling in, forming hypotheses, and identifying. The digital representation
of an artifact viewed on the computer screen allows the viewer to experience these same
psychological interactions through the site. In addition to that, the computer allows users to begin a
conversation that Crawford describes, by looking at, listening to or reading the information presented
on the screen, making a choice about what he or she wishes to encounter next, and having the
computer respond to that choice. While I acknowledge both interpretations, in the context of the
World Wide Web, it is appropriate to define interactivity as this feedback loop that is characterized
by the action and reaction between computers and users.
In his essay "Information Interaction Design: A Unified Field Theory of Design," Nathan Shedroff
looks at the specifics of interactivity which includes feedback and control, productive and creative
experiences, adaptive experiences and communicative experiences. Feedback and control refer to the
26 Manovich, Lev. The Language ofNew Media. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2001: p. 56.
27 Crawford, Chris. Understanding Interactivity. Chris Crawford, 2000: p. 6.
28 Ibid. p. 9.
amount of feedback the interface gives to the user and the amount of control a user has over that
outcome. For example, the homepage of the Museum of Modem Art (http://www.moma.org)
presents the user with ten different main links to choose from. These are Calendar of Events,
Exhibitions Schedule, The Collection, Visiting the Museum, about MOMA, MOMA Learning,
Research Resources, Publications, Support MOMA and Online Store. Selecting any of these main
categories presents the users with further sub-categories of options. Therefore, through selecting
particular links, the user creates his or her own non-linear path through the Web site.
Productive and creative experiences further engage users by allowing them to produce or create
something. For example, the "Interactive Coloring Book" at the Keith Haring Kids Web site that
allows users to produce and create their own Keith Haring-inspired compositions. In this feature,
users can select several Haring doodles, compose them, color them and print out the results.29
Adaptive experiences refer to those experiences in which the behavior of the user can affect what
content is shown to them. This is achieved through intelligent agents that report the user's behavior
back to the program, which processes that data and displays user-specific tools and content. A good
example of an adaptive experience is the popular e-commerce site, Amazon.com. When a user logs
onto the Amazon site and browses for or purchases certain products, the program will remember
which products he or she showed an interest in. Taking this information, Amazon will then
recommend other products for the user to look at. In this case, the content is adapts itself for each
specific user.
Communicative experiences allow users to interact with one another. At the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the Metamedia research group is developing a shareable archive that allows teachers
and students to communicate and learn via digital content.3 1? For example, a media object (text
document, image file, audio or video clip) will be posted into the archive. A user may view the file
and post comments about it, as well as enter an online discussion with other users about that object.
Shedroff graphs these different characteristics of interactivity along a continuum, as illustrated in the
Interaction Spectra (Fig. 3).31 He notes that where the product or experience falls along the
continuum does not make it good or bad; rather it should be judged on whether or not the amount
29Keith Haring Interactive Coloring Book. Haring Kids Web site.
<itip://haringkids.con/coloringbook/index.html>
31 Metamedia. <htp.://mretaphor.init.edu>
3 Shedroff, Nathan. "Information Interaction Design: A Unified Field Theory of Design." in Jacobson,
Robert (ed.) Information Design. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2000: p. 283.
of interactivity used is appropriate for achieving its goals. Therefore, an interactive feature for a
museum exhibition need not incorporate all characteristics described above to be effective. Instead,
in designing an interactive feature a museum exhibition team needs to determine the appropriate
amount of interactivity specific to exhibition content that will provide visitors with the most
appealing and engaging experience.
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Figure 3. The Interaction Spectra
Reaching Audiences
Currently, museums deliver interactive content to audiences in several formats including kiosks,
CDroms, the World Wide Web and recently, handheld computers. The kiosks and handheld
computers require computer equipment that belongs to the museum and therefore, does not leave
the galleries. In order to use the CDrom, a user needs to get their hands on a physical copy either
through borrowing one from a library or purchasing one at the museum store. In contrast, the
World Wide Web enables museum to deliver interactive exhibition content to an audience of millions
for a relatively low cost. According to a survey conducted by Jupiter Media in September 2002, there
are approximately 605 million people in the world with Internet access, with that number constantly
growing.32 Taking advantage of this, an online museum exhibition can oyercome the geographical
and time barriers to educate and entertain a global audience. Likewise, with so many exhibitions now
online, museum visitors are no longer limited to experiencing content from museums that they can
visit in person. For example, a medical student in the United States may not have the time or money
to travel to Taiwan to view a special exhibition on traditional Chinese illustrated medical treatises.
32 Jupiter Media Corporation. "How many online?" Sept. 2002.
<http: //www.nua.ie /surveys/how many online>
Instead, the student can still view and learn about these artifacts because the National Palace
Museum has created a Web site for that describes and showcases works from the exhibition. 33 For
people that do visit the museum, the interactive feature can be a way for them to extend their
experience. The entrance fee to the museum may discourage someone from visiting an exhibition
multiple times, but there is no limit to the number of times he or she can go to the Web site.
In developing Web sites intended for a global audience, barriers of language and access should be
considered. In the physical world, museums that attract many international visitors will often
provide exhibition brochures, audio tours and even guided tours in several languages to cater to the
international crowd. Following this, an online exhibition can also be created in several different
languages (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. The National Palace Museum offers Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese,
English, Japanese, Korean, French, German and Spanish versions of its site
On the other hand, it is harder to overcome the problem of universal access. Factors that limit
people's access to the World Wide Web include a lack of network infrastructure, insufficient funds to
purchase computers and accessories, lack of technical know-how, illiteracy and disability. The
demographic of the 605 million Internet users is thus swayed towards the wealthier, educated
population. Of these users, not everyone will be interested in accessing a museum exhibition's
interactive feature. To get the most mileage out of their work, the designers should identify the
- National Palace Museum. Life is Worth More than Gold A Special Exhibition ofAncient Medicinal Classics. Taipei,
2003. <httn://ww.non.yovtw/exh92/inedicinal9207/elish/index.html>
audiences around the world that would be interested in and excited by the exhibition content and
create a feature that best speaks to their interests.
Creating a Context
Museums are essentially compromises.. .Their weakness is that they are necessarily
homogenized-emptied of all connotations other than art. And that is, finally an artificial
situation.
-William Rubin, curator of the Museum of Modem Art Department of Painting and
Sculpture from 1967-198814
As Rubin suggests, an artificial situation is created by removing an artifact from its original context.
For example, many masterpieces are the product of artists who were troubled, complex individuals
living in the midst of turbulent times. Unless the exhibition is a retrospective of a particular artist's
work, a singular piece only provides a small snapshot into an artist's world, with minimal information
on the artist's other works, life, and influences before and after the piece. A singular piece may hold
meaning to students or experts already familiar with the subject matter. However, without mediation
from the museum, it would be hard for visitors that have never seen the work before to grasp it fully.
A lack of understanding about the artifact and its context may result in the viewer's lack of interest
and a missed opportunity to educate the viewer about the artifact's importance. Interactive features
are a way to evoke this missing context and relate the story behind the artifact.
Current contextualization devices employed by physical museum exhibitions, such as wall labels and
guided tours have several advantages and disadvantages in comparison to an interactive feature.
Mounted next to exhibition pieces, wall labels are limited in size so as not to be visually distracting.
Wall labels are only a few paragraphs at best and seem definitive. It becomes a great challenge for
curators to decide the tone of these descriptions. Should they speak to visitors who are unfamiliar
with the work and want clear, concise information or to students and experts who want access to
deeper theories and texts? Also, a viewer needs to stand close to the wall in order to read the small
text on a wall label and are therefore unable to see the artifact as a whole while simultaneously
reading its description.
An interactive feature, on the other hand, does not have the same space limitation as wall labels.
Although the computer monitor has a limited screen size, information can be layered deeper into the
Web site. For example, the first screen of an online exhibition can contain a digital image of an
artifact with its basic information such as title, date and creator. This can link to additional screens
- Newhouse, Victoria. Towards a New Museum. New York: The Monacelli Press, 1998.
that reveal more information, appealing to the three categories of viewers (visitors, students and
experts) by giving them the ability to choose how much of the story behind the artifact they wish to
explore.
The San Francisco Museum of Modem Art uses this approach in the interactive feature, Making Sense
ofModern AP (http://www.sfmoma.org/MSoMA/). 3 This feature takes individual works from the
museum's collections and allows the viewers to zoom in on each one, by viewing details, watching
related video footage, and listening to commentaries by artists, curators and collectors. It also
demonstrates how these works relate to one another and within the greater cultural context. Visiting
Making Sense fModern Art, it is apparent that any one artifact is an infnitely rich source of historical
and educational material.
At the Making Sense fModern Ar Web site, I chose to zoom in on one particular piece that was
displayed, Marcel Duchamp's Fountain. On the screen that I frst found this piece, it was surrounded
by thumbnail images of other Early 20th Century works such as a Matisse, a Klee and a couple of
Mondrians (Fig. 5). This gave me a sense of what other influential works were being created during
that time period. The only information listed about Fountain I received was its title, creator, date and
image. At this point, I can decide that I now have all the information I want about this artwork, or
elect to explore it further.
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Figur 5. SFMOMA's Making Sense otModcm Art
35 San Francisco Museum of Modem Art. Making SesofModernA. <http://www.sfmoma.org/MSoMA/>
Clicking on the thumbnail of Fountain takes me to another next screen. Here, there is a larger image
of Fountain and more information. Clicking on the larger image launches another screen, with an
even greater enlargement that can be panned and zoomed. There are also several questions designed
to get viewers thinking about the piece, all of them linked to more information. One of these
questions is, "Fountain is called a 'ready-made.' What's that?" Clicking on this leads to yet another
screen where I can listen to archive audio of Duchamp himself discussing ready-mades and view
video of related works by Duchamp (Fig. 6).
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Physical museums may offer to mediate the visitors experience through tours guided by docents,
audio devices or more recently, hand-held computers. The strength of the docent tour is the
opportunity for personal interaction with both the docent and other visitors on the tour. Visitors can
ask questions about the exhibition as they occur to them and get immediate feedback. Unlike the
wall labels, the viewers can stand at an optimal viewing distance from the exhibition piece while
listening to its description.
It is hard for digital media to provide a satisfactory substitute for face-to-face, real-time interaction
but several features can recreate aspects of the guided tour. There can be audio clips of docents,
curators or even the artists themselves discussing the work. There is also the option to set up online
chat events around certain exhibitions, though that would require a lot of pre-chat promotion to
recruit participations, as well extra work in moderating discussions.
Of course, the guided tour has its limitations. Firstly, the visitor must follow the docent's pace. If
there is a work that a particular visitor is not interested in, it would be harder to get the docent to
stop discussing it, especially if the other visitors on the tour are interested. On the Web, sites can be
set up to give viewers a choice over what they explore.
Audio tours, because they are self-guided, offer the museum visitor more flexibility. In an audio
tour, a visitor carries a headset and controller through the gallery to listen to pre-recorded
descriptions of artifacts. The visitor has control over which pieces he or she wants to learn about via
fast forwarding, skipping or repeating. Like the docent tour, the audio tour allows viewers to see the
work while listening to its description. Unlike the docent tour, visitors cannot ask questions.
Additionally, an audio tour will can have several language options to accommodate a wider range of
users.
For both types of guided tours, descriptions of pieces must be kept to a reasonably short length
because visitors get physically tired from standing too long. They are only offered at during museum
hours, whereas the Web site can be viewed from the comfort of one's home or office and accessed
24 hours a day.
In summary, one of the interactive feature's strengths is that it allows museums to provide multiple
levels of content about exhibition artifacts that are not subject to the physical limitations of
traditional contextualization devices such as wall labels and audio tours. The amount of information
uncovered by the users is a direct result of how much they choose to engage with it. Thus, a more
complete story about the significance of the artifact and its place within a greater cultural context can
be revealed through a multiplicity of representations and interpretations.
Education
Collections of artifacts are a rich resource for education and it is up to the museum exhibition
curators to discover the best ways in which to unlock this potential. The World Wide Web has
provided museums countless new ways to present information for educational purposes as well as
expand their reach to much broader audiences. The Web's support of the museum's educational
initiatives lies at the intersection of two extensive topics-museums and education and digital media
literacy. For centuries, museums have played an educational role in society..6 In the past decade,
-3 The Museum of Alexandria, founded in the early third century B.C. by King Ptolemy I, was a campus for
scholars of literature and science. The Ashmolean museum, which became the first public museum when it
was established in 1683, was part of the University of Oxford. For an overview of museum history, see
pedagogical debates have developed over how to use digital materials as part of media literacy
initiatives in the classroom. 37 Although a full inquiry into these two areas is beyond the scope of this
paper, I will touch on a few points relevant for this thesis study.
As I have discussed earlier, this includes interactive features that can provide a context around
museum artifacts and give visitors an awareness of why they are considered significant to their
culture and histories. To further engage visitors with this content, museums also may offer a wide
range of programs within their facilities-artist talks, lectures, conferences, tours, demonstrations
and workshops. With the Web, programs do not have to be limited to visitors that can physically go
to the museum. Instead, description, transcripts, audio and video of events can be accessed online.38
Museums can also play a role in schools, by developing and distributing curriculum guides around
exhibitions. The Web acts as a distribution channel that allows museums to reach many more
schools. Coupled with an exploration of an interactive feature, online curriculum guides allow
teachers and students from remote locations to learn from the museum's collections as well.
In developing educational curriculum around exhibitions, it is crucial for museums to understand the
needs of teachers and students. By partnering with teachers, museums can develop material that best
serves targeted age groups and meets national education standards. For example, teachers interested
in presenting modern art in a classroom environment felt that they had the insufficient tools to
explain the unfamiliar concepts to students. They looked to the Tate Modern in Britian for support.
In turn, the Tate identified the Web as the ideal medium in to deliver these learning experiences.
Toby Jackson, the Head of Interpretation and Education for Tate Modern, describes:
We felt that the internet would be the ideal platform for this resource due to the greater
availability of computers within schools, but mainly because of the enormous potential of
this medium to bring about innovative and exploratory approaches to learning.39
In late 2001, the Tate Online launched a series of interactive features that focused on specific works
of contemporary art and contained educational content. The first project in the series is the
interactive feature built around an installation by the artist Damien Hirst, Damien Hirst: Pharmacy
"Museum." Microsoft Encarta Online Engelopedia 2004.
<http: //e ncarta .msn.com /encyclopedia 761557357/Museum.html>
37 More information about media literacy can be found at the Center for Media Literacy Web site.
<http: / /wwvivw.mi.redialit.org/de fault.html>
38 For more information about the Web casting of museum events, see the paper written by Noel Wanner
about the efforts by the Exploratorium in Wanner, Noel. "Live@Exploratorium." Museums and the Web99
Papers. Archives & Museum Informatics, 1999.
<htp/ /wwxw.archimuse.com/iw99/abstracts/prg 1132.html>
3 "Tate Modern Awardee Profile." Nesta. March 2003.
<itip: //www.nesta.org.uk /ourawardees/profiles /3435/index.htnl>
(http://wwwtate.org.uk/pharmacy/). The Web site features a 360 degree panorama of the
installation where notable objects highlight as the user mouses over them and can be clicked to reveal
more information about that object. Also included are a biography of the artist, images from
installations of Pharmacy at other galleries and a section for educational activities.
Figure 7. 360 Panorama from Damien Hirst: Pharmacy Web Site
The activities section contains questions that are intended to generate thinking and discussion about
the art work. It is directed towards two audiences-families and school. The discussion questions in
the family section are more general, in order to promote interaction by children and their parents
around the subject matter. Questions include "What is the difference between a real pharmacy or
chemist and Damien Hirst's PharmayP" and "Do you think this is an unusual subject for art?"
In the Schools section, the questions are more specific because they are geared towards children of
certain key stages, the British equivalent of grade levels. Discussion questions are centered around
themes for the different key stages-"Health and Healing" for Key Stage Two, "Mortality" for Key
Stage Three and 'The Idea of Installation" for Key Stage 4.
Another, more subtle way of presenting educational material to students is through fun and game
activities. Physical museums often have activity and game areas where children can learn through
playing by reading, drawing, building and touching objects of relevance to the museum's collections.
On the Web, these activities manifest themselves as online games. In the activities section for
Damien Hirst: Pharmag is an arranging game where users can create compositions by arranging
images related to medicine and pharmacies. Also on the Tate Online is the Tate Art Detective
(http://w v. tate.org.uk /detective/mysIteriousobject.htm), where visitors go on an interactive
mystery caper, solving clues about "mysterious" artworks from the museum. At the Haring Kids
Web site, users can play games such as picture puzzles, tic-tac-toe and hangman that feature the
artwork of Keith Haring. These are just a few of the many examples of online educational games
developed by museums.
* Tate Online. Damien Hir.rt Pbarmay. <http://Nvwv.tate.org.uk/phannacy />
Figure 8. Tate Art Detective
Community
Museums foster sense of community by providing a place where people can physically gather to meet
and interact with one another. With the Web, the potential exists for museums to connect people
remotely and create a virtual community via online tools such as message boards, forums and chats.
In conversations with several museum professionals and academics as well as in literature published
about museums and the Web, I've found that the idea of building a community is considered by
many to be compelling and a future direction to be pursued. Yet, I've found few examples of online
public communities dedicated to museum exhibitions.4' The greatest impediment is the amount of
funding and resources needed to build and maintain an online community. Technical infrastructure
needs to be built and community managers must be hired to monitor the discussions. Therefore, the
building of online communities by museums would need to happen on a larger scale, rather than
around specific exhibitions.
A useful model for encouraging an online interactions and discussions around collections is
Metamedia, a digital archive and learning application currently being developed by a research team at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.42 Metamedia is an online digital repository in which
teachers and students can create collections of media objects such as text, image, audio and video
files to organize, annotate and share with others. Users are given the ability to leave comments about
individual objects or groups of objects, encouraging an ongoing discussion about the content. While
41 Many private online communities around museums exist, but my focus is on the public ones. Because
museums exhibitions are often planned by people working remotely, it is common for a listserv or bulletin
board to be set up to allow team members to communicate during the development of the exhibition. For
example, Art Interactive has a password-protected intranet.
42 1 am currently a graduate research assistant on the Metamedia research group. For more information about
this project go to the Metamedia Web site, http://ietaphor.niit.edu
many museums may not have the funding or resources to develop technically complex frameworks, it
is possible to seek out mutually beneficial partnerships with universities. Museums can then draw
upon a university's technical expertise while in exchange, offering access to the museum collections
for educational use in classes and libraries. In fact Metamedia is currently developing archives with
the Marais Museum in France and the Deutsches Museum in Germany.
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Figure 9. The Metamedia digital archive framework allows users to create
discussions around objects in the archives.
Other Considerations
Other key consideration in looking at museums and the Web include maintenance and archiving.
For museums, the maintenance of a Web site could be a blessing or a curse. Web sites do not have
the same type of finality as print media. Therefore, content can get updated, added and errors can
fixed. On the other hand, if something becomes out-of-date, museums may feel more pressure to
keep content current and this may occupy valuable manpower in institutions with limited resources.
Another issue to be considered in regard to the use of the World Wide Web is that of archiving. For
the short term, the online exhibition is an excellent way of providing a record of temporary
exhibitions. Viewers can continue to view and learn from the works after the exhibition has
dispersed and all the pieces have returned to their respective homes. However, this will only be
useful so long as the museum takes on the responsibility of migrating the interactive features to be
compatible with the latest online file formats.
A larger issue is archiving works for the long term. Today, all types of information are being stored
and distributed via digital formats. Rapid obsolescence of computing hardware and software poses a
large obstacle to creating a lasting archive for digital works. For example, in Britain in the mid 80s,
the BBC Domesday Project archived a great deal of material onto video discs that are incompatible
with today's computers. 43 If a data storage technology becomes obsolete in only a few years, how
can it be saved for the long term?
While no perfect solution to this question has yet been found, many institutions are launching
initiatives, such as the United State Library of Congress National Digital Information Infrastructure
and Preservation (NDIIPP) program and the Guggenheim Museums' Variable Media Initiative to
address this problem. Designers of interactive features can contribute to the solution by creating
detailed documentations of their works for the benefit of future users or archivists. This includes
providing project screenshots, writing a description of the project and how it should run, what files
formats are used, and the type of hardware and software that is required to run them.
2.3 Relating Physical to Digital
In designing an online interactive feature as a complement to a physical museum exhibition, many
questions arise about how the physical and virtual spaces relate one another. To what extent should
the Web site's structure and design reflect the physical exhibition? Which features should be copied
from one venue to another and which should be abstracted? In different cases, different solutions
are appropriate. In this section, I examine three diverse strategies used for incorporating the physical
with the digital. I look at the Peabody Essex Museum Yin Yu Tang A Chinese Home, where there is
little connection between the physical and digital. Next, I will look at the SFMOMA's 010101: Artfor
Technological Times, where celebrating the physical/digital connection was a guiding design principle.
Thirdly, I look at a fuller integration of an interactive feature with a physical exhibition in Tate
Modern's handheld computer-guided tours.
Peabody Essex Museum Yin Yu Tang
In 1997, the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts acquired an historic Chinese home,
Yin Yu Tang. Yin Yu Tang was dismantled from its original location in China and re-erected as the
centerpiece of a large new expansion for the Peabody Essex Museum that opened in the summer of
43 "Digital Domesday Book Unlocked." BBC News, December 2,2002.
<http://inews.1bbc.co.uk/1 /1i /technology /2534391.stn>
2003. As part of an exhibition on Chinese culture, visitors can tour the house as well as
accompanying galleries that display artifacts that are related to the house and its history.
To accompany to this prominent new exhibition, the interactive feature Yin Yu Tang, A Chinese Home
was designed (http: //www.pem.org/yinutang/) by the museum exhibition team in conjunction with
Second Story Interactive Studios. This Web site, which has gone on to win several design awards,
provides a multimedia experience that includes images of the house and its artifacts, audio
commentary by curators, restorers and former inhabitants of the house, video footage from the
province that the house came from, 3D reconstructions, animations and Quicktime VR through the
house and its neighborhood.
The physical and virtual exhibitions offered two very different experiences. At the museum, visitors
to the Yin Yu Tang house are only allowed into the house as part of a guided tour and cannot linger
inside afterwards due to the fragile nature of the house. The web site consists of 5 different themed
"tours" of the house-Orientation, Construction, Ornamentation, Belongings and Preservation.
Therefore, an online visitor can experience the house in several ways and stay as long as he or she
likes rather than in the singular, timed fashion of the physical visitor. The exhibition design of the
galleries is very neutral (white walls, wood floors, glass cabinets) so that the focus can be on the
artifacts. In contrast, the design of the interactive feature interface is very noticeable, using color
coding to indicate different sections and elaborate Chinese-influenced graphics. The only allusion to
the Web site in the physical space occurs in the gallery's reading room where there are two
computers with the interactive feature on them. However, because the actual artifacts are in the
museum, few people were looking at the virtual representations of them.
In an email correspondence with Jim Forrest, the Web Creative Director at the Peabody Essex
Museum, I learned that the few shared connections between the physical and virtual Yin Yu Tang
exhibitions were intentional. A visitor should have different experiences when visiting either
exhibition. For example, my visit to the museum was a one-time, special event. My boyfriend and I
took the train from Boston to Salem and spent an enjoyable afternoon roaming the museum galleries
and discussing what we saw. As an interaction and Web designer, I consider the Yin Yu Tang on the
Web to be an exciting work that I return to again and again for inspiration. A friend of mine is also
using the Web site as a resource, not for interactive design inspiration, but for information on her
studies of Chinese architecture. Therefore, I believe that if both the physical and virtual spaces
uphold the overall exhibition's intent (in this case, to educate people about the architecture of a
Chinese house and how it was lived in), then it is unnecessary to mimic each other in structure and
design.
Figure 10. Yin Yu Tang Physical gallery and interactive feature
01010t Art for Technological Times
In 2001, the SFMOMA launched an ambitious show about the impact of technology on our lives.
The exhibition, 010101: Artfor Technological Times included animated "paintings," virtual reality art,
cyborg sculptures and net art. When exhibition planning started, San Francisco was at the epicenter
of the dot-com boom. There was an atmosphere of enthusiasm for and the desire to experiment
with the Web as an exhibition space. Therefore, the museum exhibition and Web site were
considered equally important venues and one firm, Perimetre-Flux, was hired to do the design for
both. Stephen Jaycox, the Website designer from Perimetre-Flux, described the challenge this posed:
... this was the area of unfamiliarity for us-was to figure out how to bridge the relationship
between the gallery space and that web site, such that it was meaningful and not just
necessarily based on similarities that were only surface characteristics."
There were two main ways this relationship was highlighted. The first was through the Think Texts
feature. On the Web site, visitors were able to post their comments in online discussions about the
exhibition. These quotations (i.e. Think Texts), along with critical texts about the exhibition, would
be stored in a remote database. Random quotes would be pulled from this database and displayed in
computer screens around the gallery. By making both the physical and Web exhibitions pull content
from the same technical infrastructure, the designers hoped to erode the perceptual threshold
between the two experiences.
The actual installation of the Think Texts in the gallery ran into countless difficulties which caused
them to not fulfill their original design intent. The Information Systems and Services team planned
for the computers to be networked through a wireless connection. The exhibition designers created
metal boxes to contain and display the computers. A lack of communication between the two teams
44Graham, Beryl. "Curating New Media: SFMOMA and 010101." Sunderland, UK University of
Sunderland Research paper, 2002: p. 31
caused them to discover too late that the wireless signals could not penetrate the metal boxes. At the
last minute, it was decided not to network the Think Texts. Instead, Think Texts played locally off
the machines and did not pull quotes from the remote database. 45
Figure 11. SFMOMA 010101 physical and Web exhibitions.
Another way that the relationship between the physical and digital was highlighted was in the
decision not to show the works of net art in the museum gallery. Instead, visitors were given the
URL to the 010101 Web site. The exhibition curators reasoned that the net art pieces were not
meant to be viewed in a museum space but rather individually, from one's home computer. By not
allowing visitors to view the works, it sent the message that the exhibition Web site was not just a
representation, but a primary exhibition venue as well. The experimental interface design for the
Web site was intentionally not very transparent. Just as visitors to the physical museum had to
maneuver through the building in order to see the art work, the Web site visitors would similarly
need to maneuver through the unconventional virtual spaces to find the net art pieces. This
generated criticism of the Web site's usability and even one of the creators of a net art piece was
concerned that users would not be able to find it and posted its URL on the Nettime discussion list
in order to bypass the 010101 Web Site portal.46
When both the physical and virtual venues for 010101 launched, they were the first of their kind.
The exhibition team took a risk and decided to challenge visitors notions of exhibition by attempting
to blur the boundary between the museum and the Web. In this aspect, the exhibition was a valuable
experiment, as well as major milestone for new media art.
's Ibid. p. 14.
Ibid. p. 40.
Tate Multimedia Tour
A third strategy for the relating the interactive feature to the museum exhibition is practiced by the
Tate Modem in their development of a multimedia tour.47 Since 2001, the Tate Modem has been
developing multimedia tours in which visitors are given network-linked mobile devices to accompany
them through the museum galleries. Like the online interactive features I have discussed, the feature
contains text, images, audio and video, as well as interactive features such as games and limited text-message
communication between visitors taking the Multimedia Tour. The difference is that both the physical and
virtual are experienced simultaneously, with the design of the interactive feature wholly dependent on
the user's physical presence in the galleries.
A visitor locates an artwork through one of two ways-
through an interactive map on the mobile device which shows
where to find artworks discussed in the tour or by locating a
special multimedia tour symbol and number next to an artwork
and using the device's keypad to enter that number in. Once
in front of an artwork, the interactive feature will typically
present images accompanied by audio. If video clips are used,
they are kept short so as not to detract the user's attention
away from the physical artwork for too long. The designers of
the tour found that zooming into details of an artwork on the
digital screen was a successful way of helping people to locate
those details in the physical work.
Figure 12. Tate Modem
In the several iterations and trial runs of this tour, the feedback Multimedia Tour
from users was overwhelmingly positive and the Tate Modem
plans to continue development of the tour with the end goal of instating it as a permanent museum
activity.
The use of mobile devices in museums is an interesting area to pursue and may represent a future
norm. However, in the context of this study on online interactive features, the multimedia tour is
limited by the fact that it is solely intended for physical visitors to the gallery. Because the content is
digital, it is very easy to place it online. As a suggestion, perhaps visitors can email to themselves or
47 Wilson, Gillian. "Multimedia Tour Programme at Tate Modem." Museums and the Web2004 Papers.
Archives & Museum Informatics, 2004. <http: //www.archanuse.com /mw2004/p)apers/ wdson/wilson.htinl>
friends the interactive tour they followed to view again on the Web, thereby extending their museum
experiences. Taking advantage of the devices' network capabilities, it would also be interesting if the
interactions by visitors in the gallery could affect what is displayed in a Web component and vice
versa.
The 010101: Artfor Technological Times exhibition and The Tate Multimedia Tour illustrate the
relevance of Benjamin's "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" when looking at
museums and the Web. In 010101, the online feature is considered a separate but equal exhibition
venue to the physical one. For visitors to the Tate Multimedia Tour, the digital component occupies
a central role in the user's experience of the artwork. In both of the examples, the digital is
considered the artifact and designed to be reproduced an infinite number of times over an infinite
number computer screens. Without a clear authentic original, digital exhibitions are liberated from
the traditional notion of aura and begin to impact the nature of the exhibition itself. This impact was
indicated by the International Committee of Museums decision to amend their definition of a
museum to include "digital creative activity." 48
In this chapter, I described the design research I conducted, as per Brenda Laurel's model. This
included the examination of several characteristics of interactive features, looking at how they are
used to support museum curatorial missions and comparing them with their equivalents in the
physical galleries. Additionally, I looked at three different strategies employed by museum exhibition
design teams for relating the physical to virtual exhibition spaces.
This research benefits my work on the design of an interactive feature for the Art Interactive
exhibition Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator. Art Interactive is a small gallery whereas the
majority of Web sites that I looked at were created by large, well-established museums such as the
Tate in Britian and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Due to the fact that these institutions
are able to attract large amounts of funding, they have more resources to develop new and innovative
interactive features. However, I believe smaller museums can draw upon valuable and at times costly
lessons from learned the larger museum's attempts to build and improve upon this established body
of work.
48 The Intemational Council of Museums. "ICOM Statutes." 6 July 2001.
<ita: / /icom.museumn / st a tutcs.litnl>
Chapter 3 Case Study: Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
3.1 Project Overview
As a designer/producer, it was important for me to find a hands-on project for where I could apply
the knowledge I have gained through a survey of museum exhibitions on the Web. In this process of
design research, critical analyses of related works play a guiding role in the design planning and
development in order to produce a richer final result.
As a case study, I look at Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator, an exhibition that brings together
works of art dealing with fashion. Pattern Language is being organized by Art Interactive in
Cambridge, where it will first be exhibited from August 20 through October 31, 2004. After this
date, the exhibition will travel to several other venues through 2005. In this chapter, I discuss my
experience as the Web designer on the exhibition team, where I spent several months designing and
developing an interactive feature to accompany the show.
Institutional Context
Over the past several decades, artists have been embracing new digital technologies. As a result,
there is a growing intellectual and artistic trend towards interactivity. Art Interactive, a non-profit art
gallery located in Cambridge, Massachusetts was founded by Emanuel Lewin and Irene Buchine in
2001 to address this. The gallery provides a space where artworks that explore the meanings and
possibilities of interactivity can be exhibited. The Art Interactive curatorial mission statement further
describes the growing dialogue that surrounds the notion of interactivity:
... is interactivity confined to the artist/object-viewer relationship? How is the visual
experience of the work impacted by viewer interaction? How does intentionality and
indeterminacy impact the work? What obstacles does interactivity pose once works become
collected objects and their preservation precludes the possibility of viewer participation?4 9
Thus, the visitor is an active participant in the artwork. It is through engagement with visitors that
the works become complete. When designing the Web site for the Pattern Language, it is important to
adopt a similar user-centric stance in which visitor engagement is given prominence. In my design, I
am mindful of the need to express both the intent of Pattern Language exhibition and of the hosting
institution, Art Interactive.
9 Art Interactive. "Curatorial Mission Statement." <http://www.artinteractive.org/curatorial.shtml>
Art Interactive is situated about halfway between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Harvard University in Cambridge. The gallery's proximity to two of the nation's leading universities
is an advantage. There is an especially high concentration of professionals and academics in the
neighborhood. Such technology-savvy and knowledge-hungry individuals are likely to support the
gallery by visiting exhibitions, making donations and volunteering. As a gallery that is just starting
out, Art Interactive's success is highly dependent on the support it receives from the community.
All exhibitions at Art Interactive are guest-curated. The curatorial committee, which oversees the
exhibition program and schedule, invites curators to submit proposals to the gallery. The curatorial
committee then decides which exhibitions to pursue.
Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
In the spring of 2003, Art Interactive Director Emanuel Lewin asked independent curator Judith
Hoos Fox to submit an exhibition proposal. Soon after, Judith Hoos Fox suggested the showing the
works of artist Patrick Killoran. However, many of Killoran's works are large scale and meant to be
exhibited in exterior public spaces. This was not appropriate for Art Interactive, which is a small
gallery space. While a solo show for Killoran was declined, several of his pieces deal with clothing
and the body. Art Interactive's Associate Director, Winnie Wong suggested to Judith to develop a
show around clothing and fashion. As a result, Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator was born.
Pattern Language deals with clothing, which people interact with on a daily basis. Following Art
Interactive's curatorial mission, the exhibition aims to make people rethink these interactions and see
their relationship with clothing and the body in new ways. Visitors will also have the opportunity to
try on garments, as well design and create their own. The description for the exhibition reads:
The many functions of clothing vary culturally, geographically and through history. This
exhibition investigates clothing as expression and fulfillment of human needs, here and
now-needs of the mind, body and soul. It highlights works in which artists go beyond the
everyday utility of clothing, and instead use clothing, fabric and the body to invent new
forms of communication and interaction between wearers, between wearers and their
clothes, and between the makers of clothing and the fashion system. The artists here have
used the format of garments to critique standard notions about clothing, fashion and society.
In many of these works, artists use the familiar nature of clothing to help us imagine the
impossible. The works in the exhibition are in most instances either unique or editioned
pieces. The exhibition includes historical work, contemporary work and new proposals, as
well as interactive and wearable editions, some commissioned specifically for this project.
At the time of this writing, there will be 32 works from 36 different artists in the show. Example
pieces from the exhibition include Chris Burden's L.A.P.D. Uniform (1993), which consists of 30
enlarged L.A.P.D. uniforms, created in response to the 1992 Los Angeles riots. Alicia Framis' Dior
Dress from Anti-Dog Fitting Room (2003) is a replica of a Christian Dior ball gown made out of a dog,
fire and bullet-proof material, alluding to the dangers that women face in society. Yoko Ono's Cut
Piece (1964 and 2003) is a video of a performance piece in which the artist's garments are cut from
her body piece by piece, exposing her emotionally and physically.
Given Art Interactive's limited resources, organizing the Pattern Language exhibition is very
challenging. In order to meet this challenge, Judith Hoos Fox has gathered a talented and dedicated
team of individuals to collaborate on the exhibition. All team members are working on a volunteer
basis and are motivated by a shared enthusiasm for the show and the desire to make it a success. As
the exhibition planning gains momentum and interest develops, the exhibition team is growing.
Currently, the team is comprised of Judith Hoos Fox, the lead curator, an assistant
curator/exhibition coordinator, a fashion consultant, a media coordinator/development officer, three
exhibition designers, a Web designer (my position), a textile conservator and an intern. Members of
the Art Interactive staff are also involved in the exhibition planning.
When I first learned about the Pattern Language in November 2003, there were no plans in place to
create a Web site for the exhibition. Rachael Arauz, the assistant curator/exhibition coordinator and
Stephanie Davenport, the media coordinator/development officer, asked me to create a promotional
piece to inform potential funders and future venues about the show. Initially, they had discussed
creating a video piece. At the time the exhibition checklist was still in a state of flux and they did not
have images of all the works in the show. Because of the show's in-progress state, I suggested that
they do a Web site instead. A Web site would allow them to reach a wider audience and could be
constantly updated as new pieces were added to the show and when images came in. In addition to
representing the works from the show, I proposed that the Web site that would be a well-developed
interactive feature and would be a compelling experience to complement the physical exhibition. We
presented this idea to Judith Hoos Fox, who was equally excited about it and the project was born.
The Pattern Language Web site will be housed on the Art Interactive Web site server and be linked
to from the main site. This will be the first online interactive feature for an exhibition at Art
Interactive. In the past, Art Interactive has generally not placed exhibition content online because
the staff has focused on using the Web site to get people to come into the exhibition to get involved
with the art physically and interact with one another. The philosophy adopted by the exhibition team
for Pattern Language is that an online exhibition will encourage people who have not yet seen it to
come, as well as reach a broader audience beyond the Boston area. This is already happening with
the national press the show is beginning to receive.
3.2 Design Objectives and Parameters
There are two main objectives for the Pattern Lnguage exhibition Web site. First, it would provide
publicity for the exhibition and attract sponsors and visitors. Secondly, there would be an interactive
feature to provide viewers with a thought-provoking and engaging experience around the rich
content from the exhibition. This would be achieved through providing greater background
information about the exhibition pieces and providing a context for the works within the exhibition
and in a larger cultural context. To accommodate these objectives, the Web site was developed in
two phases.
Promotion and Development
The first phase fulfills the objective of providing publicity for the exhibition. The exhibition team is
trying to raise enough funds to make the exhibition happen and the Web site is used as a way to
reach out to potential donors. Because of the pressing need for fundraising, I completed this part of
the Web site in December 2003. It contains exhibition information, a press page and an online
gallery of works to be included in the show. The exhibition information consists of the show's
description, location, dates, exhibition fact sheet and check list. The press page contains
downloadable press release about Pattern Language and hi-resolution images of works in the exhibition
for use by journalists in articles. For now, a static online gallery contains images of artworks from
the show accompanied by descriptions. This will later be replaced by the interactive feature.
Because the main objective of this phase was to generate as much publicity as possible about the
exhibition, I chose to build this part of the Web site in HTML, which is accessible to the widest
audience, with images that are not bandwidth-intensive. The HTML site is also easy to update,
which is important because new content from artists continues to arrive.
Phase I of the Web site proved to be successful tool for the development and promotion of Pattern
Language. The Web site aids in the request of artwork loans from museums, private collections and
artists for the exhibition. Potential lenders are more receptive because the Web site allows them to
immediately grasp the content of the exhibition and the context in which their work will be shown.
In discussing projects and brainstorming with colleagues, the exhibition organizers can simply email
the exhibition Web link instead of sending cumbersome attachments or lengthy explanations. Also, I
organize and post additional content from the artists onto the Web site as they come in. As a result,
the site also functions as a central place where the exhibition team keeps track of the pieces from the
show.
The Web site is also low-cost and efficient way for the exhibition team to promote about the show.
The press section reaches out to journalists interested in covering the project. Based on it, Sculpture
Magazine has commissioned Judith Hoos Fox to write an article and selvedge, a new British publication
has decided to dedicate an entire issue to the exhibition. Additional press inquiries about the
exhibition were received by journalists who discovered the exhibition through an Internet search.
Furthermore, the exhibition team received several compliments on my design of the Web site from
Corporate and private funding sources, including Urban Outfitters and Pompeii AD. In response to
the Web site's success, Judith Hoos Fox remarked, "This is the first time that I have had a website
for an exhibition in some 32 years of curatorial work and henceforth I will, always have one to help
the promotion and development of future exhibitions."51 )
Interactive Feature
The overwhelmingly enthusiastic response to the first phase of the Pattern Language Web site further
convinced me that this show provided a perfect basis for an interactive feature. The second phase of
the Web site development is the interactive feature that will provide users with an entertaining and
educational experience around the exhibition content. A much larger undertaking than the first
phase of the Web site, this is the primary focus of my thesis case study. The features design and
working prototype of the interactive feature will be completed in early May 2004 and are discussed in
this paper. The interactive feature will be completed in time for the launch of Pattern Language in
August, when it will be added to the existing promotional/information section of the Web site.
There are several objectives to keep in mind when designing and developing the interactive feature.
Firstly, it must offer more than simply a representation of the exhibition. It should offer viewers a
different but complementary experience from visiting the physical museum. The feature should also
reflect the exhibition intent of Pattern Language to get viewers to re-examine their relationships to
clothing and the body, as well as reflect the curatorial mission of Art Interactive to explore the notion
of interactivity.
The design of the features is influenced by my research into museum Web sites as discussed in the
previous chapter. These features take the form of several layers of information that create a context
5 Hoos Fox, Judith and Rachael Arauz. "Re: thesis//website report." Email Correspondence. March 31, 2004.
around the artists and their work and providing education activities and resources. Like the majority
of museum Web sites I looked at, I will be building the interactive in Macromedia Flash because it is
a rich media platform that is ideal for graphics, animation, interactivity, sounds and video.
The target audience for the Web site consists of visitors to Art Interactive and people who are
interested in the exhibition content but cannot physically attend the exhibition. While Art Interactive
does not keep detailed demographics on its visitors, Director Emmanuel Lewin told me that the
audience generally consists of students, academics, professionals and many families. Families enjoy
bringing children to the gallery because of the children have fun interacting with the works. It will be
important for the feature to convey the interactive nature of the art works to encourage these
physical visitors. The Web site will also be a way for them to revisit the exhibition in a virtual space.
For those that cannot go to Pattern Language, the interactive feature allows them to access and interact
with to the exhibition's rich content. Having familiarized themselves with Art Interactive through
the Web, they may elect to visit the gallery in person if they find themselves in the Boston area in the
future. The Pattern Language Web site will continue to be hosted on the Art Interactive server,
thereby creating a lasting record of the show.
Undoubtedly, there are several challenges to be faced in developing this Web site. Due to the fact
that Pattern Language relies entirely on volunteers, one large constraint is the shortage of manpower. I
am the only person on the exhibition devoted entirely to the Website, whereas museums with larger
budgets are able to hire fulltime employees to work on their Web sites. 51
A disadvantage of being the sole Web site developer is that the project becomes limited by my
technical skills. My expertise is in content development and front-end graphics and production. I
am less familiar with back-end programming, which means that I will be unable to incorporate
features such as search, comment upload, dynamically-generated pages and a backend database to
organize content. However, these development-intensive features are usually reserved for projects
with large amounts of content, perhaps an entire library or museum collection. Because Pattern
Language contains a small and finite number of artworks, would be easy for me to manage and build
features around them for users with the intended experience.
51 1 learned from a March 1, 2004 interview with Peter Samis, Associate Curator of Education, Program
Manager, Interactive Educational Technologies at the SFMOMA, that the museum a core staff of four
employees who develop interactive features. Outside design firms are hired do the graphics and a large number
of interns conduct research.
An advantage of being the sole developer of the Web site is that I have been given a large amount of
design freedom. The other members of the exhibition team have placed a lot of trust in my research
for and development of the interactive feature. This may be less likely to happen in commercial
projects where paying clients push for tight deadlines, rather than take the time and risk of trying new
things.
It will also be a challenge to determine in what ways the virtual exhibition should reflect the presence
of the physical gallery exhibition. I will not have the opportunity to see the gallery exhibition in its
complete physical manifestation until immediately before the August show opening. Initially, I
hoped to be able to meet with the exhibition designers to get a sense of the plans they have for the
space. However, at the time of this writing, the exhibition design has not yet begun. The team is
comprised of volunteers who have full-time jobs and are thus very busy. This type of collaboration
may still occur closer to the opening of the exhibition in August but major site design changes will
not be possible. Instead, I will design with an interpretation of the physical exhibition gained
through looking at documentation of how both exhibitions at Art Interactive as well as the individual
artworks from the show have been installed in the past. From there, I can determine the best way to
express the physical/digital relationship in either the feature's graphical look and feel or more likely,
through shared interpretive goals. Art Interactive has been struggling with this issue for some time in
its own development of exhibition collateral such as brochures, posters and Web sites. Associate
Director Winnie Wong described, 'We always had this problem with all of our graphic dept. -- how
can a single graphic tell you at a glance that this is an art exhibition you should go to? It's a really
difficult challenge." 5 2
3.3 Process
The design process for the Pattern Language Web site consisted of research, idea development, design
solution, feedback and discussion, completion of deliverables and testing. Throughout this process,
support from exhibition's two curators Judith Hoos Fox and Rachael Arauz was critical. They
helped me to understand the mission and significance of the Pattern Language exhibition. In return, I
familiarized them with concepts behind the Web design and development, plus shared the knowledge
I had gained from researching museums and the Web. Through this mutual knowledge-sharing we
could determine the message that we wanted the interactive feature to convey and the best way to
achieve that.
52 Wong, Winnie. "Re: Thanks." Email to Moneta K. Ho. April 14,2004.
During project brainstorm sessions, we came up with numerous ideas for Web site features. Because
of our limited resources, we had to prioritize the features we wanted, weighing each feature's value
against the feasibility of developing them. Like the SFMOMA's Making Sense ofModern Ar, a key
objective for Pattern Language would be to provide a context to the works in the exhibition. This
would be achieved by layering more information about each artwork, its creator and relevant links
into the interactive feature, to be uncovered by users. Other key features we decided upon were the
ability to organize the works by themes, a timeline, and classroom activities. Some interesting ideas
that we came up with but decided not to pursue due to lack of time were a virtual jukebox that
played songs related to fashion and costume analysis of famous works of art.
Several team members would be contributing to the content for these features. Judith Hoos Fox
gave me a list of several themes that related to works in the show. The intern, Nina Brilliant would
research artist biographies. The show's fashion consultant and teacher at the California College of
Arts, Galya Rosenfeld taught provided feedback about the educational section. Judith Hoos Fox was
also in contact with other faculty at fashion design programs to suggest collaborations with the both
the physical and online exhibitions.
In addition to the research I conducted into the medium of online interactive features, I conducted
research specific to Pattern Language. It was important to familiarize myself with the exhibition
content in order to inspire the design. The first way for me to do this was to look at the artworks.
This was easy because it became my responsibility to collect images and videos of the artwork. This
also allowed me to interact with several of the artists displaying work in the exhibition and see some
of their other work. For the artworks and artists that were less accessible, I was able to find
information about them online. In fact, many of the artists have their own Web pages. The curators
also provided me with a bibliography of texts that guided their thinking in assembling art works for
the show.
Because the show deals with garments and fashion, I had to think about the issue of representing
fashion in a digital setting. Fashion deals with notions of touch, the body and scale. These are all
difficult to represent on a flat computer monitor. The exploration of this issue would constitute a
separate study in itself, so I will not go into too much detail about this research. Two interesting
approaches to this are displayed in the Websites of the fashion designer Issey Miyake and the textile
company, Maharam. Each season, Issey Miyake launches a new Web site that provides a virtual
experience around the fashion collection (htt://w.isseymiake.com). The site lacks a clear
navigation or description. Instead, compelling graphics and animation encourage visitors to explore.
Almost everything in the feature reacts when touched by the cursor. The digital tactility of the
feature acts as a metaphor for the physical tactility of the fashions. Many different scales are
represented. For example, an image of a model may be juxtaposed with a large close-up of a tailoring
detail from the outfit that he or she is wearing (Fig. 13).
Figure 13. Issey Miyake Web site
Maharam's Web site (http://www.miaharam.com) also uses this strategy of digital touch and
experimentation with scale. It features close-up images of textiles and the user can touch these with
the cursor to have them move and zoom (Fig. 14). Looking at these sites inspired me to incorporate
touch and scale in Pattern Language.
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Figure 14. Mahaam Web Site
The development of the interactive feature was an iterative process where I would come up with
design solutions and then email my progress to the curators for comments and suggestions.
Successive designs would respond to these comments. The design has also been presented to a
wider audience of Art Interactive staff members, classmates and professors for feedback.
3.4 Interactive Feature Design
In this section, I provide a tour through the Pattern Language interactive feature. This will consist of
screenshots from the online exhibition accompanied by my thoughts on the design and issues that
arose. In the current prototype, I tried to make the look and feel of the interface to be as neutral as
possible so that the user's focus would be on the content. The exhibition's graphic designer has not
yet started on the design for the exhibition. Once she has, I may choose to incorporate elements
from her design into the interactive features so that there is some visual overlap. However, this is
not vital to the project's success. Following the design philosophy of the Peabody Essex Museum's
Yin Yu Tang site, I believe the interactive feature should not attempt to duplicate the physical
exhibition but provide a unique experience that takes advantage of the Web as a medium. I find it
more important to reflect the Art Interactive mission of providing interactive experiences around art.
Therefore, in my design, nearly all elements are moveable, expandable and react to the cursor's
touch. As a feature, it cannot stand on its own but relies on the user to engage with it in order to
uncover its several layers. I designed the feature to be easy to use, with a clear navigation and tools
to help the user uncover the complete information architecture. There is a parallel relationship
between the digital interactions in the online feature with the physical interactivity that happens in
Art Interactive's gallery between the viewers and the artwork.
Interactive Feature Main
When a user first launches the interactive feature, they will come to an introduction page with an
overview of the interactive exhibition and an explanation of how to navigate and interact with it.
This reflects my previously stated desire to make the interactive feature transparent to users, so that
they may focus on exploring the content rather than trying to figure out where it is hidden.
The user can then close the introduction page to access the main interface for the interactive feature.
In the main screen area, there are 27 thumbnail images, each representing an artwork from the
exhibition. These images take the form of a dress form graphic, so that it appears as if the screen is
filled with dress forms. I carefully considered my choice of using the dress form. I wanted to use
some fun graphic that was highly recognizable as related to fashion. The show is about rethinking
what is fashion, so that the user would click on what they believed to be a familiar image, only to be
surprised by what they see-works of art that break down and question those familiar notions.
There were concerns that the dress form was that it was a too traditional representation for the
exhibition. However, upon visiting the fashion design studios at the California College of Arts I was
able to see that it is still very much in use by designers and artists. Also, one of the core challenges in
creating garments is relating it to the scale and shape of the body and the dress form is simply a tool
to give designers a sense of the scale. Another concern was that the female form may conflict with
some of the artworks that deal with feminism. Accordingly, I tried to make the graphic gender-
neutral, without obvious male or female characteristics. From feedback I've gotten, I've found that
people generally assume that dress forms are female, yet male dress forms exist and continue to be
used on a frequent basis by tailors.
Layering of Information
When a user rolls over a thumbnail image, the thumbnail image becomes highlighted and the name
of the artwork, the date it was created, and the name of the artist appear (Fig. 15). This is the first,
most basic layer of information about an artwork in the show. For next level of information about
that artwork, the visitor clicks on the thumbnail to launch a menu of additional content.
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Figure 15. Roiling over a thumbnail image
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In this menu, the first screen that appears has a larger digital image of the artwork, as well as curator-
provided description. This is also linked to additional images of the artwork and any related audio or
video files. For example, Galya Rosenfeld's Object Un Dress is a dress that is constructed of one
continuous zipper. As such, the act of zipping and unzipping the garment is as important as the
completed artifact. Providing a video will give the user a better understanding of the artwork (Fig.
16). A visitor can also learn more about the background of the art work by accessing the artist's
biography and links to related works within and beyond the exhibition, as well as the artist's Web site.
This layering of information is designed to accommodate varying the levels of information seekers in
the intended audience-visitors, students and experts. The visitors may be satisfied to see the
representation of the work. However, with links to related works, I also give students and experts
the opportunity to dig deeper should they desire.
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Figure 16. Layering of Information
The layering of information is not only appropriate to the Web medium, but also serves as a
metaphor for the layering of clothing. Several of the artworks in the exhibition deal with the theme
of revelation. This includes the unzipping of the dress in Object Un Dress and a video of Yoko Ono's
performance piece, Cut Piece, her garment is cut piece by piece from her body to expose her
emotionally and physically. As the user navigates through the information in the interactive feature,
they begin to reveal the context behind the artworks as well as the exhibition's larger message about
the depth of our relationships with clothing anA the body.
Menu Options
To the left of the main screen area is an expandable menu (Fig. 17). From this menu, visitors can
access the other features of the online exhibition. These include a themes menu, timeline, classroom
activities and resources.
Figure 17. Menu Options
Themes
The themes menu is an important feature that demonstrates what the virtual exhibition can do that
the physical cannot. For the Pattem Lan4 guage exhibition, there are several relevant themes including
brotherhood of humanity, emotional need, feminism, future and survival, the origin of clothing,
performance, personal identity among others. Any single piece of artwork in the show will relate to
several of these themes. This results in a Web of shifting relationships between works. In the
physical exhibition, once the artworks have been installed, they will not move. In the virtual
exhibition, a user can launch the themes menu to see all the themes. A visitor can easily roll over the
different themes and highlight its related works (Fig. 18). This provides a visual representation of the
overlapping web of relationships between the works. When a theme is clicked on, all the pieces
related to that theme stay highlighted and the viewer is presented with some questions to make them
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think more about that theme. For example, when a viewer selects "brotherhood of humanity,"
viewers are ask to contemplate their relationships to one another and how garments can reflect that
relationship. Each theme provides a mini-guided tour within the exhibition. Additionally, because
the dress form thumbnails are draggable, users can begin to reconfigure, rearrange and cluster the
works to their liking. In this manner, they can begin to create their own exhibitions. A future
consideration would be to allow viewers to save the configuration of works they have created to be
viewed the next time they log onto the site.
4
Figure 18. Highlighting exhibition themes
Classroom Activities
The intention of Pattern Language to be used as an education resource is reflected in the Classroom
Activities section. When creating educational content, it is helpful for museums to partner with
teachers. Galya Rosenfeld made the exhibition content an integral part of the Conceptual Design
Course she taught at the California College of Arts in the fall. The artworks provided inspiration for
students as they worked on assignments designed to make them question traditional notions of
fashion. For example, in two different projects, students were asked to create garments that reflect
the process of creating, and expresses how they feel about the future. These assignments are posted
onto the Web site for Pattern Language along with examples of related work. The intent is that
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visitors would be inspired to create their own garments inspired by works from Pattern Language. A
future possibility that the team has discussed is for visitors to be able to submit images of their works
to be posted onto the site. This would create a sense of a community of creators around the show.
While this is an intriguing idea, it is a bit complicated logistically for the team to carry out
immediately.
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Figure 19. Classroom Activities
Additional Features
An additional feature will be a menu that contains the names of all the artists whose work are in the
exhibition. It will work similar to the themes menu, where users can roll over the name of the artist
and his or her works will highlight. Clicking on the artist name will launch the biography information
about the artist.
There will also be a timeline that locates the art works within the greater cultural context. The
artworks span 5 decades and the timeline will be organized by the decades. Parallel to the artworks,
there will also be a timeline of notable art and fashion movements that occurred at the same time.
In summary, the full impact of the Pattern Language interactive feature will not occur until it has
launched. Thus far, the current prototype has been received positively by the exhibition team and
colleagues working in Web design and museums. While the basics of the information architecture
and features are in place, it will continue to be developed up until the start of the exhibition in
August.
Chapter 4 Conclusions
A final objective of this thesis study is to document the research and design process for an interactive
feature, to be used as a resource for future teams embarking on similar projects. Nathan Shedroff
writes about the importance of building this collective body of design knowledge:
The time it takes to consider and document our design processes can make the difference
between success and failure on a project. Certainly, well-documented methods improve
consistency within organizations and greatly reduce training time. They can also help us to
create better solutions. But, most important, they make us better designers because they
reorient our attention, focus and concerns in meaningful ways. 53
In the following section, I describe the lessons I've learned and recommendations I make. In
speaking with professional and academics working on museums and the Web, as well as in my
experience with Pattern Lnguage, I found that the biggest constraint on projects was financial. Non-
profit organizations such as museums run on tight budgets that do not always allow for the hiring of
additional graphic, Web design and development staff. Also, the development of interactive projects
is extremely time intensive. Curators and other exhibition team members must commit to the extra
work in the development of content for the Web. There are several ways to work around these
limitations to create a successful project.
The first challenge is to put together a team of capable individuals who can thoughtfully design and
develop the interactive feature. A good idea is to draw from academic contacts and partnerships
with universities. Many students of new media art and design would be interested in developing Web
sites in exchange for the portfolio and resume-building experience, school credit, or references and
contacts that the museum can offer. In the case of Pattern Language, media coordinator Stephanie
Davenport, a recent MIT alumna, contacted me about working on the exhibition. At the same time,
I was looking for a design project that I could incorporate into my Master's thesis in the MIT
Comparative Media Studies about design practices on the Web. It was a perfect match. In fact,
these kinds of museum-academic partnerships are quite common. In 2001, another graduate student
from my department, Margaret Weigel along with Communications and Development Officer Alex
Chisholm, worked with the Computer Museum History in Mountain View, CA to conceptualize a
framework and develop a preliminary prototype for the museum's online presence.54 Another
example is the Tate Online's interactive feature Cold Dark Matter An Exploded View
53 Shedroff, Nathan. "Research Methods for Designing Effective Experiences." in Laurel, Brenda.
(ed.) Design Research: Methods and Perspectives. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003: p. 163.
s Chisholm, Alex and Margaret Wiegel. "The Computer History Museum Center Cyber-Museum Project."
Cambridge, MA: MIT Comparative Media Studies Research Paper, 2001.
(http://wwv.tate.org.uk/colddarkmatter/) was developed by Tessa Meijer, an Imaging Co-ordinator
at the museum as part of her MA course in Digital Art History at Birkbeck College.55
In order to get the most out of their partnerships with schools, a museum exhibition must be willing
to give up some design control of the project. Student developers must not be made to feel like
simply mouse--operators, but rather equal partners who can think critically and share the goal of
making the project the best it can be. I chose to work on Pattern Language specifically because the
exhibition team gave the room to explore and invent. I feel a strong ownership of the project and
am very enthusiastic about my role.
If a partnership with a school is not possible, museums can look to other museums to share
resources. For example, smaller museums could pool their funds to hire designers and developers to
develop one digital template that can be shared amongst the group. The SFMOMA's Interactive
Educational technologies team has taken this idea even further in the development of Pachyderm, an
open-source authoring and publishing tool that will allow museum curators to maintain and build
features themselves. 56 Like the several museum Web sites featured in this study, SFMOMA favors
the Macromedia Flash platform to develop interactive features. However, they realize that hiring
Flash programmers to build each new project from the ground up would be very costly. With
Pachyderm, museum staff can upload media materials and text descriptions via simple Web forms.
Pachyderm then populates Flash templates with the content and publishes the completed Flash files
on the Web or to a museum kiosk.
In 2003, Pachyderm received a large grant to fully develop the tool with the eventual goal of making
it available to a large number of museums. The team now includes educational directors and curators
from five major museums, software development teams from several universities, and digital library
experts from Canada and the U.S.57 In the near future, Pachyderm will be an option for museums
looking to develop interactive features with limited resources. Once a museum has secured the
resources to build the interactive feature, team members need to agree upon the design objectives
ssTate Online. Cold Dark Matter An Exploded View.
http: / /wvw..ate.org.uk /colddarkmatter/56 Wise, Susie. "The Why, What and How of a Custom Authoring and Publishing System: The Creation of
Pachyderm." Spectra. Winter/Spring 2003. pp. 30-33.
57 The Pachyderm partnership now includes the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art, the California State
University Center for Distributed Learning, the University of Arizona, Case Western Reserve University, the
University of Calgary, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Berkeley Art
Museum, and the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. See "NMC Awarded Major MLS Grant for
Pachyderm 2.0 Project: Press Release." New Media Consortium. September 23, 2003.
<lhttp: //wwnmc.org/about/news/2003/PR-IMLS grant.pdf'>
and outline a realistic strategy to achieve those objectives. This means that the team may not be able
to develop every exciting and innovative feature they come up with in brainstorm sessions. Instead,
they need to prioritize which features provide the most benefit. For example, perhaps only a few
artifacts from the exhibition need to be highlighted, leaving the rest for visitors to discover upon
their physical visits to the museum.
To help in the features design, Web Designers should familiarize themselves with the content by
asking the curators to describe the exhibition to them, looking at the exhibition artifacts and
researching the artists. It is not necessary to become an expert on the subject matter of the
exhibition but the designer show know enough to be able to treat the content in an appropriate
manner.
Early in the design process, a plan for the execution of the project should be decided upon by all
team members. Tasks and responsibilities should be distributed and a means by which team
members would communicate should be identified. Due to the busy schedules of the Pattern
Language team members, the easiest way to communicate was via email followed by the occasional
face-to-face meeting. Other museum exhibition teams may set up online message boards to aid in
the communication and planning process.
It is also useful to look at existing literature and documentation of museum Web sites. There is a
wealth of literature available online. In my experience with this project, I've found that members of
Web development teams at museums are extremely open to meeting and discussing their work. This
usually involves sending an email to the contact listed on the interactive feature's credits section.
Multimedia is usually one of the newer and less-established departments in museums and these
professionals relish the opportunity to promote awareness of the work they are doing. By learning
about what other museums are developing, an exhibition team can benefit from their successes and
failures. For example, I recounted in Chapter 2 the problems that occurred with 010101: Artfor
Technological Times exhibition in networking the computers in the gallery. A museum exhibition team
looking to create a similar network could study 010101's project documentation in order to avoid the
same mistakes.
Creating enthusiasm for the show will also help in recruiting new team members to help out on
everything from design and technical work to research for the interactive feature. This tactic proved
successful for Pattern Language. I completed the promotional section of the Web site and posted it
online nearly 9 months before the launch of the exhibition. The Web site link was sent to potential
funders and venues, artists and museums lending pieces to the exhibition, journalists and friends.
This generated buzz and an interest in the project. Our artists and museum lenders acted quicker to
contribute content for the site. More volunteers were recruited to work on the exhibition team upon
seeing the Web site. If it's not possible to create an entire Web site, a teaser poster or image can be
created to be posted on the museum's main Web site. I also showed unfinished prototypes of the
interactive feature to museum professionals, designers and academics for feedback. I found that
enthusiasm for the interactive feature increased with each new design iteration. People would offer
feedback and suggestions on how to improve the design, which was extremely helpful. If enough
enthusiasm is generated, it may lead to more volunteers to work on the project.
Once a working prototype or version of the interactive feature is complete, a museum exhibition
team may want to conduct some user testing. There are a couple of ways that user testing can be
carried out. Feedback can be gathered about the Website's design content and usability. For
content, the Web site can be shown to exhibition curators other experts on the exhibition content.
Usability testing involves recruiting people to try out the Web site and provide feedback on how easy
it is to navigate and use. Some completed museum Web sites include online surveys to gather user's
feedback. While this would not help too much during the development of an interactive feature, it
can be applied to the next feature. Developing Web sites is an iterative process and museum
exhibition teams can apply what they have learned through previous projects to new ones.
In this study, I have described my experience designing and developing an interactive feature for a
museum exhibition, Art Interactive's Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator. Using a method of
design research, I explored current work being done with museums and the Web, the context of the
exhibition, as well as its subject matter to determine the best ways to develop the project, including
which features to include. Furthermore, reflection on the impact of the digital artifact on the
museum helped me to understand how the interactive feature could benefit the exhibition. In
particular, it allows a broader audience to enjoy and learn from the exhibition content and play a
participatory role through the ability to create unique experiences when visiting the Web site.
Overall, I've found that the Web holds a lot of potential for museums to deliver new types of
information and content to visitors. The Web will never replace the physical exhibition, but creates a
complementary and distinct experience. Museums should continue to take advantage of the potential
that the Web offers in order to share its wealth of knowledge with the world. Developing an
interactive feature for an exhibition is a large but worthwhile undertaking. As technology continues
to develop, museums should continue to take advantage of this to create compelling experiences.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Art Interactive Steps Out In Style With Its Fall 2004 Exhibition
Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
Cambridge, MA, March, 2004-This fall at Art Interactive, visitors will try on new ideas about the
creative intersection between art, fashion, and design at the exhibition Pattern Language: Clothing as
Communicator. Organized by Boston-based independent curator Judith Hoos Fox, Pattern Language will
investigate clothing as a means to express and fulfill primary human needs, needs of the mind, body
and soul. The group exhibition features works by established and emerging artists who use the
interaction of clothing, fabric and the body as a form of communication and as a way of suggesting
new relationships between individuals and the coverings that protect, occlude and redefine their
bodies. Pattern Language will be on view at Art Interactive between August 20 and October 31, 2004,
and will then travel to additional venues in the United States and abroad.
The exhibition represents guest curator Fox's ongoing interest in art as a reflection of, signpost for,
and critique of culture. As she explains: "It's exciting to make connections between fashion and art,
and art and design across generations of artists; to bring together the work of ethnically and culturally
diverse artists; and to show work that involves cutting-edge technologies as well as couture tailoring."
In addition to drawing on her own inspirations, Fox invited Galya Rosenfeld, an American-Israeli
clothing designer currently teaching at California College of the Arts, to be a fashion consultant to
ensure that the exhibition represents and responds to innovations and real issues in the fashion
world.
The works in Pattern Language, which are either unique or editioned rather than mass-produced,
include historical examples, contemporary objects and new proposals, as well as interactive and
wearable editions, some commissioned specifically for this project. An exhibition design team will
transform the gallery space, creating a stimulating environment for visitors to view a variety of
garments, accessories, and documentary videos. In keeping with Art Interactive's innovative mission,
there will be several works that invite viewer participation.
The installation will highlight a range of important themes explored by these artists: Our need for
shelter, social connections, protection, and entertainment; and our impulse for self-expression.
Works by new and emerging artists and designers will be shown in the context of works by renowned
artists. The expressive felt mittens of Hope Ginsburg will be shown with Joseph Beuys's "Felt Suit,"
a 20th-century emblem of Everyman. Vito Acconci's "Leaf Shirt" and Alba D'Urbano's "The
Immortal Tailor" conflate states of dress and undress with garments that simulate nudity. Emily
Sontag's "Second Skin" slyly critiques the lengths we will go to acquire designer bodies.
A feminist interpretation informs Mimi Smith's "Maternity Dress" from 1966 and a Dior-inspired,
dog-bite-proof gown by Alicia Framis, centerpiece of Holland's pavilion at the recent Biennale in
Venice. Works by The Art Guys, Patrick Killoran, and Rosemarie Trockel address serious subjects
with humor: the role of economics in our existence, our sublimated desires, and the demanding
pressures of the world we live in.
Two iconic artists will be represented by video. Yoko Ono's 1966 performance of "Cut Piece" will be
shown. Award-winning artist and MIT professor Krzysztof Wodiczko's interactive sculpture-
computers imagine a means of mediated communication for non-English-speaking or socially shy
people. His work will be the subject of a video by documentary filmmaker Paul Stern commissioned
for this exhibition.
Visitors will be able to try on or create garments, including Studio 5050's "Love Jackets," Patrick
Killoran's "Insight," a t-shirt that doubles as a camera obscura, and Megan Galbraith's "Scribble,"
which enable viewers to print out one-of-a-kind skirts. Art Interactive has commissioned Mike Arauz
to perform his "I AM " t-shirt project during the exhibition opening reception. Collaborative
artists Puett and Bocanegra will create a new site-specific version of their 1999-2001 "Manhattan
Tartan Project," collecting data from visitors during the exhibition to design a virtual tartan that
reflects their demographics.
The ambitious scope and scale of the exhibition underscores Art Interactive's committment to
situating current interactive work within a historical continuum. As Art Interactive director Emanuel
Lewin emphasizes: "Pattern Language is exactly the kind of playful and provocative show that we like
to present, engaging local audiences both at an intellectual and a physical level, and bringing our
visitors into direct contact with the old and the new. It will provide a perfect setting for us to
celebrate the gallery's two-year anniversary."
For project descriptions and the complete checklist of participating artists, visit the exhibition
website at: www.artinteractive.org/shows/patternlanguage/
A series of education programs will be planned in conjunction with Pattern Language. A free brochure
featuring an essay by the curator will be available during the exhibition.
About Art Interactive:
Art Interactive is a non-profit art space founded in 2001. The gallery's mission is to provide a public
forum that fosters self-expression and human interaction through the development and exhibition of
art that is contemporary, experimental, and participatory. Opening hours: Saturdays and Sundays
from 12-6pm or by appointment. For more information, please email info6Qartinteractive.org or call
617-498-0100.
A2. Exhibition Check List
Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
Organized by Art Interactive, Cambridge, Massachusetts
20 August - 31 October 2004
Judith Hoos Fox, Curator
The exhibition content and organization
The many functions of clothing vary culturally, geographically and through history. This exhibition
investigates clothing as expression and fulfillment of human needs, here and now-needs of the
mind, body and soul. It highlights works in which artists go beyond the everyday utility of clothing,
and instead use clothing, fabric and the body to invent new forms of communication and interaction
between wearers, between wearers and their clothes, and between the makers of clothing and the
fashion system. The artists here have used the format of garments to critique standard notions about
clothing, fashion and society. In many of these works, artists use the familiar nature of clothing to
help us imagine the impossible. The works in the exhibition are in most instances either unique or
editioned pieces. The exhibition includes historical work, contemporary work and new proposals, as
well as interactive and wearable editions; some commissioned specifically for this project. Because all
clothing is by nature interactive, opportunities for visitors to try on garments and to design and
create their own versions will be integrated throughout the exhibition.
Annotated checklist of the exhibition
Vito Acconci
b. 1940 Bronx, New York
LeafShirt 1985
pigment, polycotton blend
23 x 51 inches
Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia
The origin of clothing, the banishment from the Garden of Eden, is wryly inferred.
Mike Arauz
b.1978, Reading, Pennsylvania
IAM 2003
t-shirt, applied letters
Commissioned by Art Interactive
As the formerly culturally required "uniforms" of our culture erode, with "dress-down day" in the
corporate world for example, Arauz's uninflected t-shirts communicate through language the
information that particular items of clothing did formerly.
Art Guys with Todd Oldham
Michael Galbreth
b. 1956 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Jack Massing
b. 1959 Buffalo, New York
Suits: The Clothes Make the Man 1998
wool, patches
Houston Museum of Fine Arts
The Art Guys became "human billboards:" wearing conservative Oldham designed suits, they
attended public events for a year, having leased logo space on the suits to advertisers. The Art Guys,
like stadiums, gleaned sponsorship. This work comments on our label conscious culture, and our
complicit role.
Joseph Beuys
1921, Kleve, Germany -1986, Dusseldorf, Germany
Felt Suit 1970
edition of 100
wool
67 x 39 inches
Private collection
Beuys used the over-sized felt suit to represent Everyman.
Ecke Bonk
b. 1953, Frankfurt, West Germany
Chess-Jacket (Checkett) 1987-91
man's jacket, pigment, Gore-Tex fabric, plastic pieces
39 x 70 inches
edition of 32
Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia
The desire for game playing is here conflated with the need for protection against the elements.
Alba D'Urbano
b. 1955 Tivoli, Italy
The Immortal Tailor 1995-97
digital print, fabric
Garments that cover the body with photographic images of itself belie the initial function of clothing.
Through play with illusionism, flatness and dimensionality, the opposite states of being naked and
clothed are confounded and conflated.
Michelle Fornabai
b. 1967 Ridgewood, NewJersey
Prototype 1 (Petal Pant) 2004
fabric, acrylic rod
28 x 72 inches (pants)
48 x 60 x 144 inches (tent)
On loan from the artist
Concerned with merging issues and structure of the body with those of tensile and pneumatic
experiments in architecture, Fornabai is developing wearables that unfold to become spaces that can
be occupied.
Alicia Framis
b. 1967 Barcelona, Spain
Dior Dress from Anti-Dog Fitting Room 2003
On loan from the artist
Centerpiece of Holland's pavilion at the Venice Biennale of this year, this gown fashioned after a
Dior design in reflective fabric which is dog-bite proof, bullet and fire proof makes clear the dangers
women face in this culture.
Megan Galbraith
b. 1979 Boynton Beach, Florida
Scribble 2002
software program, printer, fabric
On loan from the artist
Visitors design and print out new clothes on cotton using a large format inkjet printer. The ease of
creating one-of-a-kind garments, with Galbraith's simple program, comments on generic clothing
available commercially, our desire for expressing individuality, and the industry of haute couture
where the unique garment has heretofore been the result of prolonged detailed labor.
Hope Ginsburg
b. 1974 Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Felt-making 2000-present
felt
On loan from the artist
These custom-made mittens, suited to the owner's hand, speak of individuality and synecdoche, as
does the Beuys Felt Suit, in an opposite way-individual versus mankind.
International Fashion Machines
Maggie Orth
b. 1964 Columbus, Ohio
Emily Cooper
b.1977 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Derek Lockwood
b. 1969 Santa Barbara, California
Firefly Dress 1997
embroidered silk, organza, electronic sensors
On loan from Maggie Orth
The wearer's movements align the electronic sensors sewn into the gown's layers of fabric resulting
in flickering patterns of light. The wearer will be perpetually in the limelight and truly radiant.
Patrick Killoran
b. 1972 Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
Insight t-shirt 1997
t-shirt, metal grommet
On loan from the artist
The grommet transforms this t-shirt into a camera obscura.
An Opening 2001
cotton/poly fleece
On loan from the artist
Male urges and pleasures are expressed and satisfied through the design of these sweatpants.
Patricia Le
b. 1981 La Lima Nueva, Honduras, Central America
Pattern Dress 2004
silkscreen fabric, sewing notions
On loan from the artist
The design of this dress and the process to make it are one.
Issey Miyake
b. 1938 Hiroshima, Japan
Yellow Baguette a-poc 2003
On loan from the Miyake Studio, Tokyo
Form and fabric merge in this tubular pleated fabric that purchasers configure to become their
desired garment.
Yoko Ono
b. 1933 Tokyo, Japan
Cut Piece 1964
film of performance
On loan from the artist
Vulnerability is powerfully revealed in this early performance as Yoko Ono's garment is cut from her
body, bit by bit, exposing her emotionally and physically.
Lucy Orta
b. 1966 Sutton Coldfield, Great Britain
Nexus Architecture 1994 -1997
On loan from the artist
Lucy Orta's work examines the social bonds within communities and the relationships between
individuals and their environments. These connected suits articulate the need for human contact.
Nancy Paterson
b. 1957 Toronto, Ontario
Stock Market Skirt 1998
internet-based interactive installation
The hemline of a gaudy 80s prom dress quivers and rises or falls based on the fluctuations of the
Dow Jones stock market. This work literalizes the relationship between women's fashion and the
capitalist economy, pointing to the undercurrents of desire and pleasure in economical analysis, cause
and effect of social and economic trends.
J. Morgan Puett
b. 1957 Hahira, Georgia
Suzanne Bocanegra
b. 1957 Houston, Texas
The Manhattan Tartan Pject, Phase I and II 1999-2001
wool, statistical data
On loan from the artists
Employing demographic data, the artists developed a system to visually describe the population of
Manhattan. The resulting tartan was registered officially in Scotland, woven and made into garments.
This project explores our need to belong to a group and display that affiliation. For Pattern Language
the artists will collect data from the visitors to the exhibition during its first month and then design a
tartan to represent that population.
Ramses Rapadas
b. 1971 San Francisco, California
GARMENT(bag)S, 1-3 2003
altered plastic garment bags
On loan from the artist
The essential cloaking function of clothing is cleverly and explicitly stated here.
Galya Rosenfeld
b. 1977 Oakland, California
Object Un Dress and video of dress being performed 1998
continuous zipper, stitching
On loan from the artist
Rosenfeld's work systematically explores formal problems posed by the materials themselves. Each
work is a visually and intellectually constructed theorem. This gown, constructed of one continuous
zipper stitched upon itself, has many configurations, depending on the wishes of the wearer.
James Rosenquist
b. 1933 Grand Forks, North Dakota
Paper suit 1966, reissued 2003
paper, reissued in Tyvek
On loan from the artist
Like a bag containing goods, or a barrier to keep moisture from our homes, the suit becomes a vessel
to protect our most precious selves.
Mimi Smith
b. 1942 American
Mimi Smith
b. 1942 Brookline, Massachusetts
Maternity Dress 1966
plastic, vinyl, zipper, screws
45 x 20 x 9 inches
Courtesy Anna Kustera /Jack Tilton Gallery, New York
Smith, an early member of the feminist art movement, provides for the pregnant woman, revealing
what everyone really wants to see and what at that time, had been carefully covered by empire
waistlines and tent dresses. This curvaceous garment forecasted today's form-fitting maternity
fashions.
Covering for an Environmental Catastrophe: Chaps 1992
steel wool, aluminum screening, fabric, hooks
38 x 26 x 3 inches
Covering for an Environmental Catastrophe: Chestplate 1991
steel wool, ribbon, elastic
22 x 10 inches
Courtesy Anna Kustera /Jack Tilton Gallery, New York
In recent work Smith has turned her attention to geo-political conditions, conjoining the specter of
the future with memories of forms of protective gear from the past.
Emily Sontag
b. 1979 San Francisco, California
Second Skin 2003
silkscreen on fabric
On loan from the artist
The decorative text on this bodysuit articulates the designer bodies now prevalent in this culture.
Studio505O
Despina Papadopoulos
b. 1969 Athens, Greece
Ion Constas
b. 1969 Port Said, Egypt
Dana Chang
b. 1972 Taipei, Taiwan
Helena Papadopoulos
b. 1965 Athens, Greece
LoveJackets 1995
infrared LED 40kHz signal and infrared detector
Loan from artists
When wearers of the two jackets approach each other, the patterns on the jackets flash. Loneliness is
functionalized here: these garments express the hope of finding "the right one."
Rosemarie Trockel
b. 1952 Schwerte, Germany
Schizo-Pullover 1988
wool
Courtesy Monika Spruth and Barbara Gladstone Galleries
The human need for coupling, as well as the possible existence of multiple personalities, are
expressed succinctly in this double-necked sweater.
Krzysztof Wodiczko
b. 1943 Warsaw, Poland
DVD 2004
This DVD documentary, produced for the exhibition, presents the pioneering work of seminal
artist/theorist/ethicist. Featured are Wodiczko computer appendages that enable those with
problems communicating to become part of society.
A3. Exhibition team
Curators
Judith Hoos Fox currently works independently after nineteen years at the Davis Museum and
Cultural Center at Wellesley College and positions at the ICA Boston, the MFA, Boston and the
Museum of Art, RISD. The exhibitions she has organized place contemporary art and design in the
context of current cultural trends. Oh Boym!A Sideshow ofDesign, presenting the work of designers
Laurene Leon and Constantin Boym, is currently on view at Vitra in New York City. She organized
The Body as Measure, an exhibition that examined artists' embrace of the body as a tool of
measurement and RE.formations/design directions at the end ofa century that included the work of fashion
designer Tunji Dada. Projects in development include one person exhibitions of the work of Monika
Larsen Dennis, Annette Lemieux and Roni Horn. In addition she is co-curator of MaterialEvidence: A
Passionfor Process, an exhibition that examines contemporary art founded in craft and obsessive
expressions. In development is the exhibition Branded and On Display that includes the work of
Conrad Bakker, Bennekom & Scheltens, Matthew Brannon, Diller and Scofidio, Sylvie Fleury Yukio
Fujimoto, Terence Gower, Andreas Gursky, Takhashi Murakami, Donna Nield.
Associate Curator and Exhibition Coordinator, Rachael Arauz is a member of the Curatorial
Committee at Art Interactive. She is a Boston-based independent curator who has worked at
museums including the National Gallery of Art and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. She holds a
Ph.D. in American and modern art from the University of Pennsylvania, and has organized
exhibitions for the Williams College Museum of Art, the Davis Museum at Wellesley College, and,
most recently, a solo show of drawings by Randall Sellers that will open at Miller Block Gallery in
April 2004.She is currently co-organizing a Keith Haring exhibition for the Reading Public Museum
that will open in September 2005. She brings to Pattern Language her experience in coordinating and
installing mixed media exhibitions such as Cornell Duchamp: In Resonance (Philadelphia Museum of
Art, 1998), as well as extensive academic research skills.
Winnie Wong, associate director of Art Interactive and a member of its curatorial committee, is
research assistant in European Art at the MFA, Boston. She received her MA from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the History, Theory and Criticism of Art and Architecture.
Her thesis on the Hollywood Product Placement Industry received the MIT Thesis Award in 2002.
Current research includes the translation of renowned Hong Kong novelist Dung Kai Chung's "The
Catalog" (excerpts published in Thresholds, Spring 2001), the history of museum stores (published in
Chicago ArtJourna, Spring 2002), and the intersection of trademark law, branding culture and art
history.
Exhibition design
Architect Charles Fox will work with August Ventimiglia to develop a dynamic installation. Charles
Fox, principal of his own architectural firm for over twenty years, has museum and exhibition
experience. He designed the conservation laboratory for the Williamstown Art Conservation Center,
an initial plan for the Bennington Museum of Art expansion, the print room renovation for Wellesley
College and the design of the Wellesley College Museum's Centennial exhibition series.
August Ventiniglia is a sculptor and architect with a background in anthropology. He has worked as
an exhibition designer and preparator at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, and has also designed exhibition furniture and fixtures for museum galleries
and retail spaces including Urban Outfitters and Betsey Johnson. He currently works in a Boston
architectural office firm as well as serving as consultant for exhibition design.
Anita Meyer, principal of plus design in Boston, founded in 1989, gives graphic form to conceptual
ideas. She has worked on all scales, from award winning books to signage systems for university
campuses. Clients include Princeton University, Davis Museum and Cultural Center, The Getty
Trust, Whitney Museum of American Art, MFA, Houston and Harvard University. Her designs
consistently win awards and challenge the boundaries of traditional graphic design. She seeks to
explore the influence of culture and traditional aesthetics on contemporary design.
Moneta Ho has been designing interactive projects since 1999, drawing on a background in
architecture, painting, game design and media studies. Currently, Ho is completing her graduate
degree in Comparative Media Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where she is
investigating the theory and practice of digital media production.
Fashion consultant
Galya Rosenfeld is an American-Israeli clothing designer, scientist of fashion and creative
entrepreneur. Since 1999, Rosenfeld has participated in exhibitions both in the US and abroad. Her
most recent, a solo exhibition entitled One-Of/Of-One, was held at the Felissimo Design House in
New York City. Rosenfeld studied Design at the Bezalel Academy of Art in Jerusalem and in Paris at
the Ecole Nationale Superiere des Arts Decoratifs. She has been awarded the Meisler Award for
Outstanding Design and the Lokeman Award for Applied Design. Her work has appeared in
Collezioni Edge Magazine, Clear Magaine, Worth Global Style Network, TheMode.tv and Black Book
Magazine. The Metropolitan Museum of Art holds three works by Rosenfeld in its collection.
Rosenfeld teaches at the California College of the Arts where she offered a studio fall 03 that
presented the tenets of this exhibition. Outstanding student proposals have been incorporated in the
exhibition.
Registrar
Former registrar at the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Louann Drake Boyd has
been working as an independent registrar for the last nine years. Her clients include The Mount
Holyoke Museum College Art Museum, the MIT Museum, the Museum of our National Heritage,
Addison Gallery of American Art at Philips Academy, the Longyear Museum in Brookline, and the
Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities. Experienced in complex international
projects involving a vast range of materials and objects, Boyd's professionalism will help insure the
safe travel and transport of this exhibition through its tour.
Textile Conservator
Deirdre Windsor, an independent textile conservator, provides comprehensive conservation services
of historic and contemporary textiles or costumes for museums and private collectors nationwide.
She was formerly the Director and Chief Conservator of the Textile Conservation Center at the
American Textile History Museum. She holds a BFA in Textile Design from the Rhode Island
School of Design. With a Samuel H. Kress fellowship she pursued training in textile conservation at
the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Institute of Archaeology Summer School. She has presented
numerous published papers on textile conservation and display issues for the American Institute of
Conservation and the International Committee of Museums Conservation Committee. In 2001,
Windsor was awarded the Rome Prize in Historic Preservation and Conservation from the American
Academy in Rome to research the evolution of the treatment of Coptic textiles. Recent conservation
and exhibition mounting projects for traveling exhibitions include the Society for the Preservation of
New England's Antiquities Cherished Possessions: A New England Legay and the costumes from
Jacqueline Kennedy: The White House Years, Selections from the John F Kennedy Library and Museum. Her
involvement will insure the safe handling of works of art in the exhibition.
Photographer
Andrew Brilliant, an artist living and working in Boston, will provide photographic documentation of
the exhibition for the archives of AI and for publicity and press needs. His photographs have been
exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and
The Art Institute of Boston. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston and the Fogg Museum at Harvard
University hold his work. Details Magazine, Glamour rMagaine, Newsweek, Boston Magagne and the
Boston Globe Sunday Maga/ne fashion section have published his work. Brilliant's consistent interest is
in photographing what people wear and do not wear.
Press Relations and Development Consultant
Stephanie Davenport launched the development and media campaign for the project. She is a
Boston-based communications and development consultant with expertise in media relations and
corporate sponsorships for the arts. Prior to establishing her consultancy, Stephanie worked in
marketing, public relations, and corporate communications and sponsorships at a range of
organizations in New York City, including the French Embassy Trade Commission, Site Specific (an
online
advertising agency), Philip Morris Management Corp., and France Telecom North America.
Stephanie holds a masters degree from MIT in Comparative Media Studies.
Development
An undergraduate degree in art history from Wellesley College, coupled with a master of Business
Administration from F.W. Olin Graduate School of Business at Babson College and consulting
experience at Accenture, KPMG, Wellington Management and Procter & Gamble promise success
for the funding effort for Pattern Language. Lidney Debolt Motch is working to re-enter the world
of non-profit while she continues her role in CZK Real Estate Development, a partnership that
promotes building community with Greater Boston.
Press Relations
Qi Xu, a practicing architect trained at the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee and the Southeast
University, Nanjing in China has joined Art Interactive to initiate and manage press relations for the
exhibition during its time in Cambridge and for the duration of its international tour. Her experience
at the University of Art Gallery at the University of Wisconsin grounds her for this new endeavor.
She is currently a designer at Perkins & Will in Boston where she is working on the
Optics/Biomedical building at the University of Rochester.
Intern
A recent graduate from Connecticut College with a BA in art and architectural studies, Nina Brilliant
plans to pursue graduate study in arts administration and art history. As an intern she is researching
and preparing materials for the website and assisting in administrative tasks.
A4. Pattern Language Interactive Feature Prototype CD
Enclosed with this thesis paper is a digital copy of the Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
Interactive Feature Prototype on CDrom. The following information is intended to provide a
description of this media artifact for the benefit of future viewers and archivists.
Title:
Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
Interactive Feature Prototype
May 5, 2004
Creator:
Moneta K. Ho
Description:
This CDrom contains the companion interactive feature for the August 2004 Art Interactive
exhibition, Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator. The research and design process for this project
is documented as a case study for this thesis study.
The interactive feature contains description, images and video of art works displayed in the
exhibition, as well as information about the artists and exhibition themes. This interactive feature
will be published onto the Art Interactive Web site in August 2004 in conjunction with the exhibition
launch at:
h tip:/ /www. artin teract.ive.org/shows /patternlanguage
Production Notes:
The feature consists of HTML and Flash sections, to be viewed on an Internet browser. The HTML
section was built using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. The Flash section was built in Macromedia
Flash MX.
Viewing Requirements and Instructions:
To view this feature, users will need the following-
Internet Explorer 4+, Netscape 4+ or equivalent Internet browser
Quicktime Player
FlashPlayer
Viewers should place the CDrom in the CD drive of a Macintosh or PC computer. Double-click on
"index.html" to launch.
Web Links
Art Interactive. Pattern Language: Clothing as Communicator
h tt p: / / www. artin tera ctive. org/shows /patternlanguage /
Franklin Furnace Archive
h ttp:/ /www.,franklinfurnace.org/
International Council of Museums
http:/ /icorm.m uscul/
Issey Miyake
http://www.isseymiyake.com
Keith Haring Foundation. Haing Kids.
h utp:/ /www. ha ringkicds.com
Maharam
http: / /www.maharam.com
National Palace Museum.
htt: //www.anm.ov.tw
Peabody Essex Museum. Yin Yu Tang
h ttp: / /wwvw.pem. org/Vinyutansg
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
http:// 010101 .sfmoma.org/
San Francisco Museum of Modem Art.
http: / w.sfToma.or/MSoLA /
A Chinese Home.
010101: Artfor Technological Times
Making Sense of Modern Art.
Tate Online. Cold Dark Matter An Exploded View.
http:/ /www.tate..or.uk/colddarkmatter/
Tate Online. Damien Hirst: Pharmay.
http:/ /w\v.tate.org.uk/phannacy
Tate Online. Tate Art Detective.
h ttp:/ /www.tLate.o'rg. uk / detective /mystrious object.htm
Van Hoesel, Frans. Librag of Congress Vatican Exhibit.
ht:1 t//ww.ibiblo. org/expo()/va tican.exhibit/Vatican.. exhibi t.h tmnl
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